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Dear Readers

Our concept of bringing out Mother News, journal is to change the society into a positive one.
There are lot of factors which contribute to the deterioration of the present community . According to
Dalai Lama, general lack of trust within a Community decreases community bonds, but growing
Social isolation and decline in sense of Community lead to lack of trust. This can also be due to
their family background financial situation, level of education, religion, culture, shared interests,
ethinicity, language and so on. It is also due to lack of cultivating a sense of community, strengthening
community bonds, or a feeling of trust and by succumbing to violence, racism, terror etc. Researches in
the field of positive psychology and neuroscience reveal that positive emotions serve to promote a way
relating to others based on what unites us more than what differentiates us. These emotions causes
changes in our thinking that result in a tendency to percieve ourselves and others as being similar,
which causes a direct shift in our outlook.
Emotion is an effective state of consciousness in which joy, sorrow, fear etc, is experienced that
results in physical and Psycological changes which influences our behaviours. Extroverted people are
social, and express their emotions, while introverted are more likely to be socially withdrawn and
conceal their emotions. It is the driving force behind motivation, positive or negative.

Negative emotions like loneliness, envy, and guilt play a spoil part in ones life which needs change.
If you want to live a life of worth living, a life that expresses your deepest feelings, and emotions and
cares and dreams, you have to fight for it, says Alice Walker. Singing is a way of releasing an emotion
and music moves your soul. Dance Communicates man's deepest, highest, and most truly spiritual
thoughts and emotions for better than words. Negative emotions like hatred destroy our peace of
mind.
Controlling the emotions can be difficult. First, we should be aware of our emotions, whether it is
positive or negative; feelings are much like waves, we can't stop them from coming but we can choose
which one to surf. Theworld is a tragedy to those who feel and comedy to those who think.
Experimental evidence shows that those in a happier frame of mind perceive members of other
groups with less prejudice and hatred. As such, positive emotions play a vital role for the solution
of the societal problems. Of course it may not be a full panacea, but it can be one strategy that can
contribute directly to personal happiness while at the sametime create ways of thinking and acting
that would tend to reduce many of the problems in todays world.

Another way is increasing hope and optioning in the minds of the People, by looking at situations
from a wider perspective and reapraisal which can be used to reduce negative emotions and cultivate
positive emotions.

Meditation, practicing gratitude, and physical exercise can also increase positiveness. We cannot
force to change the way of thinking or behaviours of an individual even if it will result in greater
happiness for him and his family and contribute for a happier society, one in which there is less
prejudice, hatred, conflict and violence. Yet, we can infuse positive thinking which holds great promise
which can be used to help to overcome some of our societal or global problems, we face today.
It is proven that persons who have positive thinking, increasing happiness and positive emotions
cause to be more altruistic, more charitable, more willing to reach out and help others, that brings
about social change and building a better world.
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So let us hold hands to fight for a positive society with happiness and joy for ever.

Regards
Dr. G. K. Dhas
Editor
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In a

Watch

shop
B.V.Selvaraj IAS

I feel most uncomfortable in a watch-shop…
Where roomful of timekeeping machines rule the roost
And yawning roosters or pecking cuckoos call the shots
Yelling timely warnings about time, time after time.
Clocks for the business walls---dry, dictatorial and official
Time pieces built in functional and time –tested bodies
Household clocks camouflaged in mellowing frames
Wristwatches simple or stylish to tame both the sexes.

Eclectic products these or whipping tools to obey time
Some pride as symbols that celebrate the good times,
Majority silent and stiff-lipped like taciturn slave masters
Few chiming and singing in soft but startling tunes.

Mother News

The rhythmic ‘tik-tok’, tik-tok’ breathe ominous message
Seconds ticking away, hours evaporating into the unknown
Hands of time sweep the face of life and the fate
…I feel most uncomfortable in a watch shop.

Golden words

The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be.
- Ralph Walde Emerson
June 2015
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edia Regulation

Policy

Freedom of
expression is a fundamental
right guaranteed under Art, 19(1) (a) of
the constitution of India. Here an important
question is regarding the extent to which the
media can extract right from this provision.
Freedom of expression is not an absolute right it
can be restricted on following grounds.
• Security of state
• Friendly relation with foreign states
• Public order
• Decency or mortality
• contempt of the court
• defamation
• incitement to offence
• integrity of India
The numereous accounts of misuse of the
right by the media injects a serious doubt into the
self regulatory approach of the media.
• scandals involving millions of rupees in
exchange for favourable coverage of particular
political and investment interest;
• Paid news:
• Defamination of social groups, individuals
• and the reckless endangerment of members
of the public through the unethical and
sensationalist
reporting of health scares and
terror attacks

Dr. K. Nilamudeen,
ML, Ph.D

Even if there are legistlations against piracy
they are not stringently enforced..With the
advancement in technology most often the
pirates elude capture.
The meagre number of policy enforced to curb
piracy has a wrong direction of approach.
Another major drawback is that there is
no centralised licensing system for electronic
copying and sometimes people indulge in piracy,
copyright violations without them realizing it.
Existing Regulations:
The media in India is mostly self-regulated. The
existing bodies for regulation of media such as the
Press Council of India, which is a statutory body,
and the News Broadcasting Standards Authority,
a self- regulatory organization, issue standards
which are more in the nature of guidelines. The
Press Council of India is a statutory body in India
that governs the conduct of print media. It is one
of the important bodies that sustain democracy,
as it has supreme power in regard to the media
to ensure that freedom of speech is maintained.
However, it is also empowered to hold hearings
on receipt of complaints and take suitable action
where appropriate. It may either warn or censure
the errant journalists on finding them guilty, for
violation of norms of journalistic conduct. The

• curtailing freedom of expression
• Lack of independence of journalists
• Piracy

Golden words
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Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can.

- Arthur Ashe
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• Misleading advertisements. If on one hand
there exist misuse by media, on the other hand
the media is victimised

Grants Commission (U.G.C) and
the Bar Council of India. The
members serve on the Council
for a term of three years.

Council's actions
may
not
be
questioned unless
it is proved to
be in violation of
the constitution,
which makes it
an
exceedingly
powerful body.
Powers, practice
and procedure
The Press Council of India was first set up
on 4th July 1966 by the Parliament to regulate
the press in India. The basis at that time was
the Press Council Act, 1965 which resulted
from the recommendations of the First Press
Commission of India (1952-1954). The stated
objectives were "to help newspapers maintain
their independence" and to "raise the standards"
through a code of conduct, maintaining "high
professional standards" and "high standards of
public taste". However, after 1978, the Council
fuctions under the Press Council Act 1978 which
arose from the recommendations of the Second
Press Commission of India (1978) which argued,
among other things, for a "cordial relationship
between government and the press".
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The Press Council is a statutory, quasi-judicial
body which acts as a watchdog of press. It
adjudicates the complaints against and by the
press for violation of ethics and for violation of
the freedom of the press respectively.
The Press Council is headed by a Chairman:
usually, a retired judge of the Supreme Court of
India (except for the first chairman, justice, J.R.
Mudholkar, who was sitting judge of Supreme
Court of India in 1968). The Council consists of 28
other members of whom 20 represent the press
and are nominated by the press organisations/
news agencies recognized and notified by the
Council as all India bodies of categories such
as editors, working journalists and owners
and managers of newspaper; 5 members are
nominated from the two houses of Parliament
and 3 represent cultural literary and legal fields
as nominees of the Sahitya Academy, University

Golden words

The Council is funded by
revenue collected by it as
fees levied on the registered
newspaper in the country on the
basis of their circulation.
No fee is levied on
newspapers with
a circulation of
less than 5000
copies.
The
deficit is made
good by grants
by the Central
Government
through the Ministry
of Information and
Broadcasting.
Complaints Procedure:
A complaint against a newspaper for any
publication the complainant finds objectionable
and affecting him personally, or for nonpublication of any material, should first be taken
up with the editor or other representative of the
publication concerned.
If the complaint is not resolved satisfatorily, it
may be referred the Press Council of India. The
complaint must be specific and in writing and
should be filed/lodged within two months of
the publication of the impugned news item in
case of dailies and weeklies and four months in
all other cases, along with the original/photostat
copy of the impugned clipping. The complainant
must state in what manner the publication/nonpublication of the matter is objectionable with in
the meaning of the Press Council Act, 1978, and
enclose a copy of the letter to the editor pointing
out why the matter is considered objectionable.
The editor's reply thereto or published rejoinder,
if any may also be attached to it. A declaration
stating that the matter is not pending in any court
of law is also required to be filed.
If a newspaper of journalist is aggrieved by

It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop.
- Confucious
June 2015
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On receipt if a complaint made to it or
otherwise, if the Council is prima facie satisfied
that the matter discloses suficient ground for
inquiry, it issues a show cause notice to the
respondents and then considers the matter
through its Inquiry Committee on the basis of
written and oral evidence tendered before it.
If, on inquiry, the Council has reason to believe
that the respondent newspaper has violated
journalistic norms, the Council keeping in view
the gravity of the misconduct committed by the
newspaper, warns, admonishes or censures the
newspaper or disapproves of the conduct of the
editor or the journalists as the case may be. It may
also direct the respondent newspaper to publish
the contradiction of the complainant or a gist of
the Council's decision in its forthcoming issue.

Similarly, when the Council upholds the
complaint of the aggrieved newspaper/journalist
the Council directs the concerned government to
take appropriate steps to redress the grievances
of the complainant. The Council may, if it
considers necessary, make such observations, as
it may think fit, in any of its decisions or reports
respecting the conduct of any authority, including
Government.
• Recently, the chairman of the Press Council
of India, former judge of the Supreme Court, M
Katju, has argued that television and radio need
to be brought within the scope of the Press
Council of India or a similar regulatory body.
The main objective of Press Council of India is
to maintain freedom of Press
•

Regulation of publication

•
Checking and maintaining tabs over the
infraction of foreign media
•

Annual and interim report to the center.

In my absence

When my light departs from my body, I cannot think of your absence,
But every soul has a time to go,
Your arms and my arms are united, like soul and body
It cannot be disparate; I pray to GOD,
To grant me a boon to live with you, you are the light,
In the path of my life, now I am losing my light
My eyes struggle to open; there is a smile in the curve of my mouth,
I can hear my heartbeat in your heart,
Now I am losing my breath,
Your breath cannot help me be alive; it gives my light a send off
My head wants to lie down on your lap,
Your fingers soothe my hair, your tears blend with my soul,
My palms are moving away from you, your palm tries to touch mine,
My light becomes dark, but I have left my light with you………
Golden words
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Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life.
-Steve Jobs

Subash Murugan
Loyola College
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any action or any authority that may impinge
on the freedom of the press, he can also file a
complaint with Council. The aggrieved newspaper
or journalist may inform the Council about the
possible reason for the action of the authorities
against him.
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for school!

t’s that time of the year again. The time for
brand new uniforms, colorful book bags and
friendly competitions over who has got better
stationery. Yes, it’s time to go back to school!
The roads are being slowly filled again with shiny
young faces, rubbing their eyes and gearing up
for another year of one of the most rigorous and
competitive educational systems in the whole
world. Education has become cut throat and
expectations and pressures to excel academically
can be brutal. When parents put a child into
school, so much thought goes into it. In fact,
these days, the norm is to zero in on educational
institutions and then have the baby! Parents
consider a million factors before deciding on the
perfect institution into whose capable hands
they are going to entrust their children’s future.
Is the institution prestigious? Is it reputable? Are
the classrooms air-conditioned? Are there extra
coaching classes? How many state ranks does
the institution churn out year after year? These
and many more. While it sure is laudable that
parents take such a keen interest in their wards’
education, some of us fail to see the bigger picture
while zero-ing in on the more minute details.
Schools in India, and Tamil Nadu in particular,
fall under three main Boards of educational
system.

• State Board of Education wherein the syllabus
is normalized within the state.
• Central Board of Education wherein the
syllabus is centralized within the country.
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• International Board of Education which
follows a world-wide approved and accepted
system.
Most of the times, parents let peer pressure
dictate their choice of schools for their children. A
relative’s child is studying in the most sought-after
school in the city, so should mine! Oh, how my

Golden words

Ms. Milinta Paul

friends would look down upon me if my child does
not go to a school that is fully air-conditioned! Are
these the things we should be focusing upon truly?
• How far is the school from home? Would it
be tedious for my child to travel to and from the
school day after day?
• Does the school offer individual and undivided
attention to each of the children without treating
them like mark-producing machines?
• Is equal emphasis given to academic, cocurricular and extra-curricular pursuits instead
of emphasizing only on exams, like a horse with
blinds on?
• Does the school have capable teaching faculty,
who are the pillars that hold together any school?

• Is there a large playground for my child to
play around and not feel like going to and coming
back from a prison?
• Is the school accessible to parents and willing
to involve parents in the development of the child?
These are just some of the many questions
that parents should be asking themselves before
deciding upon a school for their children. Ours is
the only country in which children start school at
the tender young age of 3. What we can do to help
children adapt to school at that age, and to make
sure that it does not seem like a tedious chore to
them is to introduce study through play to them.
The Montessori Method of education is a highly
recommended system in which the emphasis is on
encouraging the child to think, reason and develop
its own abilities through observation and play,
rather than being forced to read, write and being
forced to fit into the box.
As a child grows up, a lot of parents thrust
their unrealized dreams and goals onto the child’s
shoulders and expect him/her to achieve the
parents’ dreams by proxy. This in turn creates

"Every opportunity has a difficulty, and every difficulty has an opportunity".
- J. Sidlow Baxter
June 2015
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apprehension in the mind of the child towards
education on the whole, encourages rebellion,
restricts creativity and leads to more negative
impact on the child’s future that positive. Instead
of this, once a strong but loving foundation is
laid, without fear of failure or punishment, the
child becomes an independent thinker who soars
the skies of education without being constrained
by the expectations of society and family. This is
not to be misread as anti-academic, it only means
to encourage a child to bloom in his or her own
way, to achieve great heights in whatever field
fascinates them, rather than trod the much-walked
path and become yet another nameless face in the
crowd. Here’s to clarity in education and progress
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of our nation through creating better students and
in turn, better citizens who will one day lead our
country to greater glory!

to open in

Mecca

SAUDI ARABIA

he world’s biggest hotel is set to open in
Mecca in 2017, offering an unprecedented
level of luxury to travelers and royalty alike in
Saudi Arabia.
The Abraj Kudai will cost about $3.6 billion,
featuring 10,000 bedrooms, 70 restaurants
and four helipads,. At 45 stories tall, the desert
fortress-style hotel boasts 12 towers atop a
10-story podium, which contains a bus station,
food courts, a shopping mall and an extravagant
ballroom. But five floors will be off limits to the
most guests — they’re reserved exclusively for
the Saudi royal family.The Abraj Kudai was funded
by the Saudi Ministry of Finance and designed by
the Dar al-Handasah group.

A ring of 12 towers will rise from a podium
just over 2 kilometers from the Masjid al-aram,
Mecca's holy mosque,.
Here are the other top five hotels in the world
by room count

2. First World Hotel, Malaysia: 6,118 rooms
3. Luxor Hotel, Las Vegas: 4,400 rooms
4. Mandalay Bay Resort, Las Vegas: 4,332
rooms
5. The Venetian, Las Vegas: 4,049 rooms

1. MGM Grand Hotel, Las Vegas: 6,198 rooms

Golden words
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"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, therefore, is not an act but a habit."
- Aristotle

Mother News

It will have a full-size convention center with
1.4 million square meters.

Mother News
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Character is Life
KUMARAGURU COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY is a premier Educational Institution in South India, offering
high quality Engineering and Management Education for the past three decades. KCT was founded with
the vision to create transformation in India through Technical Education. Spread over a campus area of 150
Acres, the college has over 5,600 exemplary students. Excellent Academic & Research ambience, state of
the art infrastructure & amenities, collaborations with 8 foreign universities, experienced and committed
faculties are the other unique features of this Institution. KCT STPI-IT PARK – is functioning under the STPI
umbrella with 2,00,000 sq.ft. of space. A record placement history in reputed Multinational and National
Companies is a live testimony to the quality of education that is imparted at KCT.
CEAD – Center of Excellence in Advanced Design was established to bring “SCIENCE TO ENGINEERING”
culture using “HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING” and address the technological needs for the country
through quality education and training.
IQUBE – Is a KCT Student’s Initiative – Technology Incubation Center that aims at people working on their
ideas to see it as a product.

B.E. / B. Tech

M.E. / M.Tech
 M.E - Applied Electronics

 B.E. - Automobile Engineering

 M.E - CAD/CAM
 M.E - Communication Systems
 M.E - Computer Science and Engineering
 M.E - Energy Engineering

 B.E. - Civil Engineering
 B.E. - Computer Science and Engineering.
 B.E. - Electrical and Electronics Engineering
 B.E. - Electronics and Communication Engineering
 B.E. - Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering
 B.E. - Mechanical Engineering
 B.E. - Mechatronics Engineering
 B.Tech. - Bio-Technology
 B.Tech. - Information Technology
 B.Tech. - Textile Technology
 B.Tech. - Fashion Technology

COURSES

 B.E. - Aeronautical Engineering

 M.E – Embedded systems
 M.E - Industrial Engineering
 M.E - Power Electronics and Drives
 M.E - Structural Engineering
 M.Tech - Bio Technology
 M.Tech - Apparel Technology and Management
 M.Tech - Textile Technology

..........................................................................................
 MCA - Master of Computer Applications
 MBA - Master of Business Administration
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Ph.D PROGRAMMES :  Bio-Technology  Chemistry  Civil Engineering  Computer Science and
Engineering  Master of Business Administration  Mechanical Engineering  Mechatronics
Engineering  Textile Technology  Electronics and Communication Engineering
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Maoism

Colonel Ajay Ahlawat

Militarisation

of the conflicts

I

have personally spent a few years in the
jungles of the Naxals’ pretentious areas and
fingered training of troops to face the typical war
at any point of time. In the month of January,
9th Battalion of the Chhattisgarh Armed Forces
(CAF) was ambushed in Chintagufalocality in a
road opening exercise. Head Constable Besuram
Mandawi lost his life and Platoon Commander
Nandkishore Bhadoriya was injured. The State
police called an IAF M1 17 helicopter from
Jagdalpur airbase to evacuate the injured. While
landing at the Temelwara helipad, it came under
heavy fire from all sides from members of the
People’s Liberation Guerrilla Army, forcing it
to make an emergency landing in the densely
forested Sukma district. A bullet also hit the
police wireless operator on board the helicopter.
The two IAF pilots then abandoned the helicopter
and the injured wireless operator and scurried
to the safety of a nearby police camp. But more
importantly, it brought into sharp focus the
manner in which Air Power is being used in such
operations.

Mother News

Challenges for Air Power in Counter insurgency
Operations
Low intensity conflicts are political-military
confrontation below the level of conventional
war but above the level of routine law and order
challenges, between a state and groups challenging
its sovereignty. It frequently involves struggles of
competing principles and ideologies. Air forces
all over the world face unusual challenges when
confronted with counter-insurgency wars because
doctrines for using air power in conventional
contexts are less applicable in such scenario.

Golden words

Air Power has inherent characteristics of speed,
range, maneuverability, and mobility of large
payloads. These characteristics yield operational
capabilities central to the conduct of Air war. Air
forces thereby provide the opportunity to gain
perspective over the entire battle space and to
apply power directly against
Likewise, the counter insurgency scenario in
India also presents a different kind of challenge.
What started as an armed struggle against local
landlords in 1967 after the killing of BimalKissan
by landlords of Naxalbari, has now snowballed
into a full scale armed rebellion against the state
of India and spread to 83 districts in 9 states.
Their estimated strength is 20,000 armed and
50,000 unarmed, well indoctrinated, trained and
well led cadre with a significant local population
sympathising with their cause. These Maoists or
Naxals do not possess high value industrial or
economic targets, the destruction of which by
Air Power would change the outcome of war in
favor of security forces overnight. Nor are they
distinguishable from the civilian population to
be targeted from Air, which puts civilians at risk
of being collateral damage, the extent of which
could be politically significant.

People working hard are the assests of the nation and people working hardly are the liabilities of the nation.
- S.K.Nazer
June 2015
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The use of Air Power here has to adapt itself
to minimizing collateral damage during offensive
operations on one hand yet create a militarily
advantageous situation for ground forces on the
other. Resorting to operations such as Precision
bombing, aerial reconnaissance, medical
evacuation and induction of troops in denied
areas are the operations which would result in
undermining the ability of Maoists to wage war
against state in quickest possible time.
Best Suited Aerial Platform:
With the role of fighter aircraft ruled out

in such conflicts, Helicopters have emerged as
preferred aerial platform for counter insurgency
operations. They fly low and slow, and carry
direct-fire, low-yield weapons, which make them
ideal for operations against foes that choose to
fight in close proximity to civilians. But their
effectiveness is constrained by higher long-term
costs and greater attrition rates. Operating and
maintaining helicopters are expensive because
they require more specialized maintenance
than fixed wing aircraft. They are also relatively
vulnerable to rockets, man-portable missiles and
small arms fire.
Based on the assessment that the use of
offensive air power within our own country against
our own citizens even if they are threatening war
is considered to be a harsh and escalatory step
which would put India at par with failing states
like Pakistan, The Government of India made
a conscious decision not to use Armed Forces
against the Maoists. Loss of innocent lives as
collateral damage was an unacceptable political
risk.
MHA Air Power:
Air Wing of BSF holds the air assets of MHA.
On its strength, they have fixed wing aircraft such
as Embraer-135, Avro HS-748, B-200 and ALH, Mi17, Chetak and Cheetah helicopters. They were
tasked for providing Air Power to anti Maoists
forces. A fleet of medium lifts Mi-17 and Dhruv
helicopters were added to their strength for this
task. These helicopters are used for air logistics,
troop induction and medical evacuation .At
present BSF has 6 Mi-17 and 6 Dhruv medium lift
helicopters available for anti-Maoist operations,
strength considered sufficient to meet the
requirement.
The capability of MHA air power, however,
is severely restricted due to lack experience of
handling air power in combat situations and
resultant lack of clarity about the employment
philosophy by its controlling authority. Fleet
readiness has been poor due to unresolved
maintenance and training issues. The organization
operates different fleets under different
operating regulatory framework. While the Mi17 helicopters operate under military flying rules,

Golden words
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Anyone who keeps learning stays young. The greatest thing in life is to keep your mind young.
- Henry ford.
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Therefore options like Close air support and
interdiction which ordinarily prove highly effective
during conventional warfare, are not available
against homegrown insurgents. The fact that
the insurgents use unconventional tactics such
as many unrelated small, surprising, seemingly
spontaneous yet intense strikes or IED bombings
all over troubled sectors, presents a kind of
challenge, the Armed Forces are usually not
prepared for. These tactics are extremely weary,
frustrating and challenging for counter-insurgency
forces, especially for air forces. It is not feasible
for Air Force to maintain persistent presence at
every place where they might be needed at very
short notice. Identifying hostile elements and
discriminating between them and the civilians
around them, is extremely difficult from the air.
Even with the best communication networks their
ability to convey the information to aircraft with
sufficient positional and discriminative advice,
and to keep the enemy held in place until aircraft
arrive, more often than not, insurgents have
dispersed by the time aircraft arrives.

Dhruv helicopters operate under civil aviation
requirements. The organization oscillate from IAF
to HAL to private companies for their operational
and maintenance needs. The experiments with
outsourcing still continue without yielding desired
results and an under utilsed fleet.
MHA UAV Assets:
Unarmed Aerial Vehicles are another element
of Air power which provide vital surveillance,
command and control options. The National
Technological Research Organisation (NTRO)
is the organization created under MHA but
reports to National Security Advisor. Their Israelimade HERON UAVs, flown and controlled out of
Begumpet airport, relay live images of Maoists
affected areas back to the control room with the
help of a high-resolution camera and satellite
networking, which is then shared with the troops.
Availability of accurate information about Maoists
movements, assessment of topography and many
other such details has enabled our security forces
to yield better results. However, dual control over
the organization, lack of manpower and their
inability to move out of Hyderabad has restricted
their effectiveness severely.
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The Air Power has been an integral part of
armed forces all over the world even when
they combat counter insurgency. For Air Power
to be effective, it has to be employed following
the basic principles such as centralized control
of assets. Long induction phases of aircraft and
equipment, maintenance and training require a
high degree of accurate planning. This is a task
best left to Air Force. Unusual situations require
unusual solutions. The BSF Air Wing, which is
the nodal agency for MHA air assets, needs to be
made autonomous and their dependence on IAF
and HAL for their training and maintenance needs
to be minimised if the organization is to function
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effectively. Notifying Anti Naxal operations as
special operations or Para Military operations
with well-defined rules of engagement can be a
starter. Doing away with dual control over UAV
assets would be another parallel measure to be
implemented without any further delay.
My son, Arjun, has been fascinated by life in
the uniform ever since I can remember. He used
to pick out fighter jets from toy stores at two,
choose books on tanks and naval ships from book
stores at three and he could sit through an entire
republic day parade at the age of four! Many of
his painting are about soldiers or about fighter
jets and battle tanks. There is no blood and gore
in them though. His soldiers smile as they march
along holding the Indian flag aloft. The skies are
blue, the grass is green and the sun has a big
smiley face! I have never bought Arjun a gun
as a toy, but he continues to be mesmerized by
military life.
When I realized that he was genuinely
interested in knowing more about military life,
I tried to channelize this interest. I took him to
visit the NDA, lived in IMA, bought him books on
military life and took him for NSG shows. ‘Papa,
I want to be a soldier when I grow up,’ he used
to tell me, his face shining with determination. I
felt proud. His great grandfather, grandfather, my
father and brother were all officers in the Indian
army, he was to start the fifth generation in the
Armored corp. My son had inherited the fighting
gene from the family. I felt a quiet surge of pride
when he declared his intentions to be a soldier
though we never said it out aloud.
These days though, I cringe visibly when he
talks about becoming an Indian soldier. Someone
once said that a nation that cannot respect its
fallen heroes has no right to be free. I think India
has reached that sorry stage. A group of enemy
soldiers violate a nine year old ceasefire, walk
into our land with impunity and kill and behead
two of our soldiers. The head of one soldier is
never found. Yet, all our ‘honorable’ polity can
say is that the attacks were highly 'provocative'!
Provocative? Really? So when are we going to
be provoked into retaliation? When a few more
soldiers lose their limbs, lives and heads?

There are no gains without pains.

-

Adlai Stevenson
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And this is not the first time either. Remember
Capt. SaurabhKalia? Yeah, the same Indian
officer who was captured by Pakistani soldiers
and subjected to tortures that I shudder to even
mention to myself! His old father is made to run
from pillar to post as he tries futilely to hold the
state of Pakistan accountable for what they did
to his son. The Indian state just does not care.
Forget the state, even the privileged citizens of
India do not care. Our idea of patriotism is to light
a few votive candles, buy tickets in black for IndiaPakistan cricket matches and wave a few cheap
plastic tricolors! Once the match is over, we can
then trample those very tricolors beneath our
feet and go home and sleep in our cozy beds, our
role as a cheerleader for the AmanKaTamasha
show over for the moment!
India is a country where everyone has human
rights- rapists, murderers, child-molesters, and
terrorists, Maoists, except soldiers! They are paid
to fight, remember? It is their JOB to die unsung
and unlamented, to have their eyes gauged out,
and to have their dead bodies returned to their
families headless!

A few years ago, all major newspapers in India
splashed a picture on the front page- a picture that
still haunts me in my darkest dreams. Some BSF
soldiers were ambushed by a bloodthirsty mob
of Bangladeshi villagers. The soldiers were killed
after inhuman tortures. A photograph displayed a
dead soldier returning to India slung on a couple
of bamboos, as if he was some a sort of a dead
animal! Yeah, that is the respect we bestow upon
our fallen soldiers.
I feel revolted by the attitude of our
emasculated, spineless political leadership. I feel
revolted by the attitude of our thinkers, writers,
film-makers, human rights activists, lawyers. I
feel revolted by the Indian people, whose idea
of patriotism is to light a few candles and paint
their faces in the colors of the Indian flag when
they cheer for the Indian cricket team at an IndoPak match.And, I abhor myself; abhor my sterile
helpless, ugly rage that cannot do a thing to
change any of this!
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Life is a book of mystery. You never know which chapter willbring a good twist. Continue
reading because happiness comes when it is most unexpected.
- Swaran Singh
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it is purely charitable and non profit making

Mega Drawing Competition

for School Students

To mark ‘World No Tobacco Day’, Mother Teresa Charitable Trust (MTCT) is holding
an art competition for school children on the theme ‘Tobacco Kills’. The competition is
organized to advocate anti-tobacco messages through art by children and thereby create
awareness of the ill-effects of tobacco.
Our effort is to spread awareness about the harmful effects of smoking and usage of
tobacco which causes including the high risk of cancer.
We assure this art contest will serve as an excellent method for getting students
interested in art and will give them a productive and enjoyable diversion from their
normal school activities, while educating them about ill effects of Tobacco usage.
We request the school authorities to encourage their students to get involved in this
contest and be a part of this social activity. The age limit is up to 17 years.
The Grand Prize Winners will receive cash prize as follows
• First Prize Rs.10,000/• Second Prize Rs.5,000/-.
• Third Prize Rs.3,000/-

Contest Rules

1) The Contest duration runs between July 1st to July 12th.2015
(2) Submitted artwork must be original creation (No tracing of others' art work.)
(3) The art should not be not less than 11.69” x 16.53" (29.7cm x 28cm) (A3 in size)
(4) Thick chart papers should be used.
(5) Title /Description may be either in English or Tamil
Note:* Participants can use pencil shading, crayons, sketches, colors, oil pastels for drawings
Drawing scores are obtained by following ways
a) Finishing b) Selection of Colors c) imagination d) Contrast
e) Creativity
f) Neatness
g) presentation
The drawing/painting should be submitted to the Trust office with authentication from
the school head on or before the 15th day of July 2015
Mother News

Note: The decision taken by the juries will be final.

Nobel Laureate

Contact
Mother Teresa Charitable Trust

43, N.M. Road, Choolaimedu, Chennai- 600 094
PH: 23743883, 23742699
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O!
Prof. P. PONNU SWAMI

he name Bharat is sacred. The land is sacred
with all geographical elements, that is to say,
the mountains, rivers, trees, plants and every
inch are sacred. Every Indian is proud of Bharat's
philosophers, leaders, pears, wise-men, poets,
religion, literatures, culture, civilization and
people. She is mother goddess, we worship her,
take her name with great reverence.

Bharat, have become electronic shops)

Allama Iqbal sang a song entitled " Sare Jahan
Se Achcha, Hindustan Hamara" in which he
enlogized Hindustan with immence patriotism
and fervour. Our poets have imagined that even
Imayavar (Olympian Gods) are enomoured of
Bharat and they envie to live in this great and
formidable land under the sky.

• Many MP's are absent to Parliament. (They did
not attend even schools. They don't know the
meaning of regular attendance)

Tamil poet Subramania Bharati, naming
himself Bharati and called Bharat the best Country
on earth. Now we turn news papers and read a
few headline.

• Government says no student should be
detained in any Class. (Why do governments
formulate educational rules?)

• Minister sleeps while discussions are in
progress in the assembly. (That is his business.
What else can he do?)

• College student urinates in Principals room
(He was not taught the difference between a
respectable principal's room and a toilet; modern
term for toilet is 'rest-room'. O, resting student.

• Three teachers arrested, for allegedly molesting
their students. (What is the meaning of 'Guru
Devo Bhava'- Gurus are Gods?)

• Principal suspended not allowing a student to
take his exam, due to shortage of attendence. (Is
not against the examination rules?) Why at all the
bothersome exams? Dismiss them!)

• Teacher elopes with student. (Is it Zenith or
nadir of professional ethics?)

• Lawyer is killed on the campus of a court.
(Perhaps, it is the lawyer's business!)

• Students gharoed the teachers.
happened to Guru- Shisya Parampara?)

• Act against defacement of Public walls. H.C tells
government. (Defacement of public buildings,
walls is the priority of the politicians of the
government will they act?)

(What

• Student stabs and kills the principal. (Is Guru
hatya (killing) allowed in modern times?)
• Student Knives his teacher for shouting him
why he has not done his home work. (Is it an echo
of some misguided educator's view, not to give
any extra work to students?)
• Gambling in IPL Cricket games. (Is Cricket a
productive game? According to gamblers view
that Cricket is their religion, Cricketers are demiGods, the Cricket audience are their devotee'swhat a nun-fall / fall-nun !)
• Phones, batteries, Sim cards, seized from inmates of Prison. (No body knows when prisons in
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• The elderly in shambles, their sunset years
don't look promising. (What means the old adage
protect your father and mother?)

June 2015

• Tax officer held for taking bribe. (This officer
tells the public bribe be legalized, then no
problem!)
• M.L.A caught copying. (Poor fellow, who does
not know how to pass an exam. Straight away ask
for a pass certificate.)
• Inspector General of police caught copying in
law exam. (Is he not an implimenter of law? What
a fall of law!)
• Three officials in CBI net. ( Perhaps, while they

Punctuality is not about valuing time but about valuing commitment.
- Jeyakrishnan
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were netting something, they are netted, there is
no harm in it.)
• MLA held for note for vote. (The MLA certainly
know, note means currency note !)
• High court uphold teacher's suspension for
sponsoring liquor party. (Only drunken teachers
can teach the combination of alcohol)
Studying all the foregoing events mentioned
above, Show Shakespeare's observation in his play
'Hamlet', he puts the observation in the mouth
of Marcellus, a friend of Hamlet saying, "There is
something rotten in the state of Denmark".

In sacred Bharat, we are not sure or confident
to get a thing done in any government office,
state or central.

In the state of Bharat rose great Mahavira,
Flame of Asia Gautama Buddha, Adi Shankara,
Madhva, Ramanuja, Mahan Gandhi, Martyrs
patriots par excellance and Guru Nanak. Such a
great nation, it is shameful to think that there is
some thing rotten in the state of Bharat.

In Madras city, in a college day celebration
a state minister was the chief guest. When he
rose to speak, there was hooting, whistling, the
minister sat down saying that he was like that
only when he was a student. How great he is! yes,
he is the role-model. This is Bharat.

Bharat is a democracy with a multi-party
system. Regional parties make changes in the
system. Party leaders vie for only the ministerial
chair. It has become a game of musical chair and
the election commission is the organizer of the
game.

I wish to mention an incident in Addis Akaka,
Ethiopia. One fine afternoon, the police entered
a cinema theatre, asked the show to be stopped.
Lights were on. Each viewers were checked. The
class-cutting students found there were severly
beaten and warned. It has become a fashion in
India cutting classes.

Partymen talk always about party-discipline,
where as they never keep discipline in their
personal life and public like, it is obvious.
Party-discipline for them is floor-crossing,
changing party which ever luacative, asking
money to raise questions in Assemblies, to
oppose whatever the ruling party does, misuse of
facilities enjoyed, lying, denial of statements and
so on.
Our political system is as such that most of the
ministers are nominated on party-line irrespective
of their ability, qualification, experience,
education, and back-ground.
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Recently it has been declared that 'Corruption'
is abolished. Many people ask whether it is a joke
or mockery. Ask an auto driver, he would narrate
the story how he got his driving licence and
permit. Ask an ordinary man, he would tell us how
miserably he is treated at the hands of nation's
officers. To get a death-certificate, how one has
a struggle. The present writer had to visit eight
times the registrar office of the Madras University
to get a provisional centificate for his daughter.

We all know that Pondicherry saw an
education-minister without even an SSLC, some
of the Central Minister's qualifications are under
black clouds. Many of the state/central ministers
don't know the geography and history of Bharat,
not to know the history of their own party, they
belong to.
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Thousands of young men and women lose
their precious times, money and energy sitting
in cricket arenas, enjoying half-naked women
dancing and sixes and fours, inning and outing.
The word 'rape' has become common
parlance and raping has become pandemic. It
has reached even to the people who live in ivory
towers. 'What a moral fall among us'!
With all, Bharat is great. We pray to Bharat
Matha to lead us to that Utopian Krera Yuga, in
which righteousness was eternal, when duty did
not languish, nor people decline. There was no
malice, weeping, pride, or deceit, no contention,
no hatred, cruelty, fear, affliction, jealousy or
envy. At least, we dream of such Bharat.
Long Live Bharat.
Long live Bharat vasis.

Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is god's gift, that's why we call it the present.
Joan Rivers
June 2015
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Let

us

Save the

Scheme.
Dr.G.R.Ravindranath,

The ESI scheme aims at providing social
security to every employee and his dependents,
from ‘womb to tomb’ through various measures
and schemes incorporated within the ESI act 1948.
Maternity benefit, Sickness Benefit, Accident
Benefit, Disablement Benefit, and Dependents
Benefit are a few examples of benefits provided
to workers by ESIS. To bring the wonderful ESI
scheme in vogue the then Indian working class
had to undergo various struggles and sacrifices.
Finally through the pressure exerted by ILO it got
implemented in this country since 1952.
During the initial phase, only employees
belonging to large scale industries were
benefitted .Later on workers of small industrial
units, restaurants, shops, private educational
institutions, private hospitals, Media and
publishing houses and cinema industry were
also included. ESI scheme was implemented for
the employees working even in small factories
running with not less than 10 employees. At
present more than 1.86 crore employees are
enrolled in this ESI scheme. More than 7.21 crore
beneficiaries including the employees and their
dependents are benefitting from this scheme.
According to the year 2013 status, more than
1384 dispensaries,42 hospital annexures,151 ESI
hospitals are functioning. There are more than
22,600 beds in ESIC hospitals. Apart from these,
1224 clinics and 810 medical centers have been
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recognized by ESIC to provide service to the
beneficiaries. ESIC has had very broad medical
facilities across the country. Through this ESIC
owned medical centers and ESIC recognized
private medical centers medical services are
rendered to the beneficiaries. ESIC has entered
into tie up agreements with those private medical
centers. Even though the ESIC is providing good
medical services to the beneficiaries some
deficiencies and inadequacies are also there.
Those deficiencies and inadequacies must be
rectified.
At present India has more than 45.90 crore
work force. Out of this 2.75 crore are working in
organized sector. In this 2.75 crore work force
of organized sector only 67 % employees have
been included in this ESI scheme. ESI scheme is
not included for more than 43 crore unorganized
workers comprising of construction workers,
agricultural workers, domestic workers and etc.
This ESI scheme should be provided to these work
forces also. But unfortunately till date workers
under the unorganized sectors who constitute the
majority of our work force are not included in the
scheme.
Over the years, The ESI Corporation should
have made efforts to expand the ESI benefits
to all workers, and to improvise the existing
benefits. But unfortunately they were not done.
Moreover, since the health comes under the state
list, more than 90 % of ESIC’s medical services
are rendered through state governments through
their hospitals. The ESIC has failed to check and
review whether the scheme is being implemented
properly ,fully by the state governments .As a

God sometimes delays his help to test our faith and energise our prayers. Our boat may be tossed
while he sleeps but he wakes up before it sinks.
- Anon
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Now the Govt. of India is driving the Employees
State insurance scheme (ESI) to the interests of
private insurance giants the government is trying
hard to shirk its responsibility to provide health
care to the workingclass through the ESI scheme.

result the quality of services rendered has been
pushed to a condition `far from satisfactory’.
The CAG has expressed his displeasure at the
poor implementation of ESI scheme by state
governments in his recent report. This pathetic
situation was caused due to mal administration,
irregularities, corruptions and irresponsibility at
all levels in the ESIC.
Though the scheme provides excellent
benefits to employees in letter, practically there
are too many difficulties faced by employees like
availing medical leave, availing treatments and
getting drugs like insulin for diabetes, inhalers
for asthma, and drugs for cancer patients,
erythropoietin for renal failure patients and so
on. Patients are being made to run from pillar to
post for availing every benefit. Separate doctors
and separate wards for ESI beneficiaries are not
available in many state government hospitals.
If these deficiencies are sorted out, ESI scheme
would provide unparalleled benefit to the working
class and their dependents. It is the responsibility
of the central and state Governments to do so.
Without taking any steps to correct the defects,
drifting towards privatization option is ridiculous.
As per the present ESI act, employers have
not been directly compelled to implement the
scheme. But indirectly through certain clauses
in the act, it has been made compulsory. That is,
if the employer could provide benefits through
any insurance company which is equivalent or
superior to the ESI scheme and the employer
submits documentary evidence for the same,
he can release his industry from the ESI scheme.
But, till date employers couldn’t find a cheap and

suitable alternative to the existing ESI scheme
and hence, they have been indirectly compelled
to stick to this ESI scheme. This clause in the ESI
act is advantageous to the working class, and it
is protecting the interests of the employees. But,
unfortunately the government is trying to scrap
this clause in the act and wants amend the act.
The union finance minister has said that the.
Employee should have an option of choosing
either ESI (health cover) or a health insurance
recognised by Insurance Regulatory Development
Authority’. Union Minister of Labour and
Employment has said that ‘if the employee is
given an option to get out of the ESI scheme, the
quality of ESI will improve due to competition
from other insurance companies’.
On the ESIC meeting which was held on 0705-2015, the minister for labour and employment
has told that if the employees decide they can
continue in the ESI scheme or else they can opt
any other health insurance, which is recognised
by Insurance Regulatory Development Authority,
and amendments to the act is being contemplated.
• The government has been planning to
abandon this ESI scheme, by making this scheme
into an ‘optional one’.
• In this new optional method, the employee
should produce a certificate of insurance to the
employer and the whole premium, however high
it is, should be borne by the employee himself
only.
• But the employer need not pay his
contribution (4.75% of salary) or any amount to
the private insurance company.
• So, there are chances for the employer
to oust the employee from ESI scheme through
unfair means.
• By this change it indirectly helps corporate
insurance sectors and employers.
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• Hence, this will cause huge financial loss
to ESIC.
• There is a provision for the employee
to re-enter the ESI scheme once, whenever he
wishes, but in such case he will have to forego a
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Love is the immortal flow of energy that nourishes, extends and preserves. Its external goal is life.
- Smiley Blanton
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huge amount of premium which he had paid to a
private insurer till then. ESIC also would not have
received any contribution from him till then, but
ESIC has to spend for his treatment immediately.
So contemplating from every perspective, it is
very obvious that the union government is trying
to abandon this golden scheme.
(Table- Difference between ESI scheme and
other insurances)

All dependents will
get benefits
There is no
upper limit in the
expenditure for
Medical benefits
There is no
restriction for
beneficiaries
regarding number
of visits in attending
OP/IP.
Insurance coverage
for all diagnostic
and treatment
procedures.

Not all diagnostic and
treatment aspects will
be covered.

Family pension for
family of deceased
employee.

No family pension.

Less premium
amount (For Rs
403/ per month /
family unit -medical
treatment given for
unlimited amount).
Various type of
cash benefits like
Maternity benefit,
Sickness Benefit,
Accident Benefit,
Disablement Benefit,
Funeral benefit and
Dependents Benefits
are available.
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Other Insurance /
private Insurance
schemes
Only spouse and
children will get
benefits
There is specified
upper limit both for
the employee and
dependents separately
Restrictions are
there for IP/OP visits.
Treatment depends as
per insurance coverage
limit. Rest of the
amount should be paid
by the beneficiaries
from their own pockets.

June 2015

High premium amount
(for Rs 3930/ per month
/family unit- medical
treatment risk covered
up to 5 lakhs).

Not available.

No such facility
available.

ESI scheme is not merely an insurance scheme. It
is a versatile comprehensive social security
scheme. Comparing it with other insurance
schemes and making it optional to the beneficiary
is totally erroneous and unacceptable. Despite
certain inadequacies it is still proved to be
beneficial to the working class. Moreover it
should be noted that the ESIC has accumulated
Rs 20 thousand crores as surplus amount over the
years.
As a part of this move ESIC tried to start
31 medical colleges across the country, though
medical education is not in any way related to
ESIC, indeed it is against the very purpose for
which the scheme was introduced. Between 2008
to 2010,the ESIC has spent Rs.10,000 crore in the
process of starting medical colleges. Only after
spending such a huge amount, an amendment to
start medical colleges (59 B) was brought in the
ESC act in the Parliament.
Of late the ESIC has accepted that starting
medical colleges is a mistake. In January 2015,
ESIC declared that it will come out of medical
education, as it is not the core function of ESIC. ESIC
accepted that the objective of the amendments
(59B) to start medical colleges is unlikely to be
met. But in March 2015, within 3 months it again
announced to continue the medical education.
Hence,

No such benefits
available.

• All acts and bills, including the labour code on
social security and welfare bill 2015, which aims
at ditching the ESI scheme and curbing the rights
of the working class, should be stopped forthwith.
• Amendments to the ESI act, compromising the
rights and security of the beneficiaries should be
stopped.

“Punctuality is not about valuing time but about valuing commitment.
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ESI scheme

Unemployment
allowance during
non-working period
available.
Even after
retirement, just
monthly payment
of Rs.10 will ensure
medical benefits to
the person and his
dependents.

• Making the ESI scheme as ‘optional’ should be
abandoned.
• All amendments aimed at curbing the ESIC
revenue and thereby benefitting employers
should be stopped.

• Corruption within the ESI should be uprooted.
• Workers belonging to unorganized sector
should be included under the scheme.

• ESIC should come out of Medical education.
• All medical students studying in ESI medical
colleges should be reshuffled to state and central
governments’ medical colleges immediately. The
buildings and infrastructures should be utilized
for super specialty hospitals for the beneficiaries
or some other purposes which would generate
income for ESIC.
• Cash benefits, Medical facilities and quality of
services for the existing beneficiaries should be
increased.

e
v
a
H a great day
D

octor entered the hospital in a hurry on a call
for an urgent surgery. He answered the call
asap, changed his clothes and went directly to the
surgery block. He found the boy’s father pacing in
the hall waiting for the doctor.
On seeing him, the father yelled, “Why did
you take all this time to come? Don’t you know
that my son’s life is in danger? Don’t you have any
sense of responsibility?”
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The doctor smiled and said, “I am sorry, I
wasn’t in the hospital and I came as faster as I
could after receiving the call and now, I wish you’d
calm down so that I can do my work”.
“Calm down?! What if your son was in this
room right now, would you calm down? If your
own son dies while waiting for doctor then what
will you do??” said the father angrily. The doctor
smiled again and replied, “We will do our best
by God’s grace and you should also pray for your
son’s healthy life”.
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“Giving advises when we’re not concerned is
so easy” murmured the father.
The surgery took some hours after which the
doctor went out happily, “Thank God! Your son is
saved!” And without waiting for the father’s reply
he carried on his way running by saying, “If you
have any questions, ask the nurse”.
“Why is he so arrogant? He couldn’t wait some
minutes so that I ask about my son’s state” said
the father to a ward-nurse minutes after the
doctor left. The nurse answered, tears coming
down her face, “His son died yesterday in a road
accident, he was at the burial when we called him
for your son’s surgery. And now he saved your
son’s life, he left running to finish his son’s burial.”
The moral of the story is:
Never judge anyone; you cannot know how
their life is and what they’re going through
internally.

The righteous man falls several times, and rises again.

-

The Bible
June 2015
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Bharathidasan & Shelley

as Revolutionary

humanists

harathidasan, the supreme poet of Tamilism- a
poet of naturalism and humanism, becomes a
symbol of both. In his ‘SanjeeviParvathathinSaral’,
he demythologizes the tale of Hanuman and
makes the hill a natural background for human
love. Vanji becomes a symbol of love and the
herb, a symbol of rationalism. This poem can be
compared to Keats’s ‘The Eve of St. Agnes’.
Though Bharathidasan’s AzhakinSirippu is
also comparable to Keats’s vision of beauty, in
his humanization of nature and revolutionary
spirit, he is more comparable to Shelley. He looks
at nature not only as a principle of regeneration
but as anup -bringer of revolutionary values
and embodiment of a social order free from
exploitation. According to Marx “Society is the
accomplished union of man with nature, the
veritable resurrection of nature, the realized
naturalism of man and the realized humanism of
nature” and in Bharathidasan also there is the
humanization of nature as well as the glorification
of natural human feeling and passions. He sees
the kingdom of nature as a socialist society. The
ocean symbolizes both revolution and the peace
after revolution in society. The river is linked with
the human effort of the pleasant. The sky makes
the port exclaim, “What a Vast sky / think of you.
This earth is a small fruit and you are small ant
on it,”
Is not every one like that?
And why people get mad and
Speak of the high and the low?
The culmination of his vision of beauty is
his glorification of Tamil filled with an aspect of
nature in the last poem in Alakin Cirippu. Tamil to
him symbolizes both humanism and naturalism.
In the poem ‘Thenral” also he always associates
the Southerly with human activities, particularly
myth and Tamil. Tamil vitalizes his spirit just as
the southern breeze vitalizes his body. Here he is
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comparable to Shelley.
Both Bharathidasan and Shelley are great
myth makers based on nature. Both visualize the
creative wind as a cosmic force and describe it
as creator and destroyer. Bharathidasan links the
Southern breeze with the moisture of Pothikai
Sandal and the fragrance of radiant flowers and
says that it has grown listening to the melody of
beetles just as Shelley links the West wind with
the dreaming earth and the sweet buds fleeing
and the living hues and odors on plains and hills.
Both refer to the wind as the unseen presence
– to Shelley it is the imageless truth whereas to
Bharathidasan it is the invisible spirit of life. Both
personify the wind and use images related to the
sky and the sea, but Bharathidasan relates it to
the hill and the soil, whereas Shelley links the
west wind with the cosmic powers, Bharathidasan
makes the Southern breeze participate in human
life or love. It plays with lovers and children and
the poet, besides embracing the blacksmith.
Both use images of light and sound and also
humanize nature. But there is something of the
uncanny in Shelley’s West wind and it has more
power than love and it will destroy to create a
brave new world. Bharathidasan’s breeze is a
playful comrade of children.
We can also compare Bharathidasan’s song
on the skylark with Shelley’s ‘Ode to the Sky lark’.
Both use a series of images to describe the bird.
Shelley says that it was never a bird and pours its
heart from heaven or near it. He links it with the
cloud of fire. The golden lightening of the sunken
Sun, a star of heaven, the arrows, the moon
raining out her beams from one lonely cloud and
then he links it with a poet hidden in the light
of thought. All the time his emphasis is on its
radiance, swiftness, solitude and pure joy.
Bharathidasan also wonders ‘Did the sky or
the skylark sing?’ He also relates it to a musician,

Man, alone, has the power to transform his thoughts into physical reality; man, alone, can dream and
make his dreams come true.
– Napolean Hill
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Dr.K.Chellappan

but a Tamil musician and also ‘Yaazh’ the typical
Tamil musical instrument. He also compares it to
the nectar poured by solitary lass who sings to
delight the people of the Earth.

when she learns that the hero is a prince. In
Bharathidasan’s poem starting from ‘The Slope of
the Sanjeevi Hill’ there is the Shelleyan passion for
women’s freedom.

Are you the flute played by an expert Tamil
Musician?

Unless the slavery of woman is put an end to,
The freedom of the nation only a mirage

Sitting on a sky vessel; or yaazh (harp)
Are you the ambrosia poured by the throat
Of a solitary lass to delight the people of the
earth?
Bharathidasan’s bird is more earth bound and
rooted in the Tamil milieu.
Shelley’s poetry also breathes a passionate
plea for the creative as well as revolutionary role
of women, and in this he was inspired by Godwin
as well as Mary Wollstone craft said that women
are human beings before they are sexual beings,
that mind has no sex, and that society is wasting
its assets if it gives women the role of conventional
domestic slaves and “alluring mistress” Even
Shelley’s Queen Mab contains the impact of this
philosophy.
Woman and man, in confidence and love
Equal and free and pure together trod
The mountain paths of vulture
Bharathidasan is like Shelley in making women
the Centre of transformation and the leaders
of revolution. In Shelley’s Queen MabCythna
takes the lead. According to Carlos Baker the
Shelleyan hero is very much dependent upon
the Shelleyan heroine. His spirit is often girt
round with weakness. He is unable to cope with
his environment effectively unless he is able to
establish a connection with some epipsychological
counterpart, through whom he is completed and
strengthened. Prometheus was strengthened by
Asia, just as the revolutionary poet is strengthened
by Amudavalli.
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But Bharathidasan’s heroines go even a step
further. They not only take swords to destroy
evil but even reject heroes belonging to the royal
family. One of the heroines kannukkiniyal refuses
to marry the hero when in the donouement
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According to Shelley as long as women are
treated as dumb creatures, marriages will be
mere tortures. Bharathidasan also says that the
liberation of the land will be an improbability
like the coming of horns on the head of a rabbit
until the liberation of woman is achieved. In
PuratchiKavi also, woman is given the primary
role and she is a symbol of creativity by linking
her with the Moon. The poet says that the beauty
of the moon and (indirectly) of Amudavalli is
beyond words. In fact Amudavalli is the reality or
Sakthi which vitalizes the words of the poet, and
we can say that Bharathi-dasan suggests that the
revolutionary spirit is the result of the union of
Tamil and human values, or creative imagination
and the spirit of action. Amudavalli stands for life
force or appetite for life whereas the poet stands
for the denial of life or love in the beginning.
This is similar to, but not identical with, the
relationship between Prometheus and Asia in
Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound.
Prometheus stands for reason not vitalised
by creative imagination symbolized by Asia, but
when he is united with. Asia he recovers his
full being. Whereas Prometheus fights against
the tyranny of Jupiter and Love triumphs over
Necessity in Shelley, here we find love triumphing
over the social barriers and both together fighting
against tyranny. An important difference between
Bharathidasan and Shelley is that Shelley is more
metaphysical whereas Bharathidasan humanises
or socialises the problem of evil.
In Bharathidasan the woman represents the
spirit of life the evolutionary appetite (the élan
vital) or the world order. She not only takes
initiative in love but she becomes the force
behind history which is responsible for changing
the word order as well as the avenging fury when
an injustice is done.

The time to repair the roof is when the sun is shining.

- John F. Kennedy
June 2015
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Mother Teresa Forum Activities

Shri.Subash Chandra Bose and other
office bearers of Mothers Teresa Forum

and general public participated in the
function.

A section of volunteerrs participated in the free tailoring unit
inaugural funtion.
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other
Teresa
Forum(MTF)
Krishnagiri District unit under
the presidentship of Mr. R.Shanmuga
Sundaram M.A., M.B.A., M.Com. LLB.
inaugurated a Free Tailoring Center at
Thurinjipatti village Uthangarai Taluk,
Krishangiri District of Tamilnadu on 29th
May 2015. Shri.V.Krishnan, Uthangarai
Panchayat Union Chairman, inaugurated
the center. Shri.R Chandrasekaran B.L.,
Advocate & Notary, Presided over the
function. MTF District Treasurer, Auditor
Shri.Rajendran,
Shri.Deepak,
Shri.
Arumugam, Shri.Chinnaraj, Shri.Perumal,

Climate Change Impacts
On Marine Biodiversity
In India
Dr. P. Nammalwar

Former Principal Scientist, Central Marine Fisheries Research
Institute, ICAR – Govt., of India

Introduction:

T
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he Ocean plays important role as an agent in
the global climate systems as well as a relevant
resource for humans on the coastal zones. The
presently emerging anthropogenic climate
change has a direct impact on the performance
of the global player “Ocean” as well as on the
risks in coastal zones, ecosystems, living coastal
marine fishery resources, biodiversity and human
population. Extreme events like heat waves,
wind storms, and floods raise the mortality rates,
while living conditions for disease agents may
improve, allowing diseases to spread with regions
that were not affected before. These climate
changes impacts both coastal marine ecosystems
and altering patterns of living coastal marine
resources and availability.
The coastal marine environment plays a
vital role in India’s economy by virtue of their
natural resources potential habitats and wide
biodiversity. The impacts of environmental
changes affects both coastal marine ecosystems
and altering patterns of living coastal marine
fishery resources and availability affecting
biodiversity human population, livelihoods and
health. These impacts in their turn affect human
development on coastal communities and natural
coastal marine ecosystems for instance changes
in land use patterns that lead to deforestation and
loss of biodiversity. These changes affect species
distributions, ocean productivity and timing of
seasonal biological events. Rising temperatures
due to climate change will have direct impact
on sea level rise which causes changes and loss
of coastal habitats which is critical to many
coastal marine living organisms. Altered fresh
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water supply and quality impacts coastal marine
habitats influenced by freshwater inputs and
affects spawning migrations and survival of many
important species such as sardines and mackerels.
Building / creating awareness to the coastal
community through mainstreaming various
activities such as mitigation and risk reduction
measures due to impacts of environmental/
climate changes on marine biodiversity should be
the priority task.
The coastal marine areas contain some of the
world’s most diverse and productive biological
systems. They include areas of complex and
sophisticated ecosystems, such as enclosed
sea and tidal systems, estuaries, salt marshes,
coral reefs, sea grass beds and mangroves that
are sensitive to human activities, impact and
interventions. The coastal area is assuming
greater importance in recent years, owing to
increasing human population, urbanization and
accelerated developmental activities.
The world oceans and seas are linked to many
bodies of freshwater through coastal areas and
the two forms and independent ecosystem that
spawns much of the world’s marine life. The
World Bank and other development practitioners
are emphasizing an Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) approach. Which provides
unifying framework for protecting and managing
the world oceans and coastal areas consistent
with environmentally sustainable management.
Since, 1993, the World Bank has promoted the
establishment of Integrated coastal Zone planning
and management in client countries through
(a) awareness creation and capacity building (b)
investment and (c) partnerships. These efforts

“ Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away.
- The Bible
June 2015
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have parallel support for marine environmental
protection, including pollution control and
conservation of marine bio diversity.

higher temperature, prolonged droughts, severe
rainfall, cyclones, tsunamis and storm surges for
coastal protection.

The coastal and marine areas play an even
more important role today, since they provide
protein from fish and other sea-foods. The
current problems of environment destruction
in tropical coastal seas, and the effects on the
productivity of fish and other seafood from these
areas are therefore are of primary importance.
Continued destruction of estuaries and lagoons,
mangrove forests, sea grass beds and coral
reefs in the tropical third world countries will
mean the difference between life and death for
millions of poor people and for many others, the
difference between a life in reasonable health
and malnutrition, disease and starvation.

Changes in fish distribution and abundance:
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Indian Seas:
In the Indian Seas, similar trend has been
noticed on the distribution of the oil sardine
(Sardinella longiceps) and the Indian mackerel
(Rastrelliger kanagurta) as a consequence of
seawater warming. These small pelagic, which
were predominant along the Southwest coast of
India, have extended (not shifted) their northern
boundary upto Gujarat in the Northwest coast
and West Bengal in the Northeast coast.
Climate Sensitivity of migratory species:
Tuna, in general, are fast swimming top
predator species whose high metabolic
requirements must be supported by ready access
to rich food sources. Their migratory patterns
are closely governed by ocean processes that
create a conjunction between suitable physical
habitat (in terms of temperatures and adequate
oxygen) and adequate food sources. The tunas
are constantly swimming in search of food – in
some circumstances needing to consume as
much as 15% of their body weight per day. As a
result, the areas of tuna concentration are by low
means casual, and migration take place according
to hydrological routes; in which each species finds
the optimum environment for survival in every
stage of its existence.
Climate change and fisheries:
Fisheries are the major cause of mortality for
marine fish, once they have reached a catchable
size. Most fish stocks have been declining for

Sharp words make more wounds than surgeons can heal.
- Thomas Churchyard
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In India, as rapid development and population
continues in coastal areas, increasing demands
are expected on natural resources and on the
remaining natural habitats along the coast.
Unless corrective measures are undertaken,
environmental degradation and over exploitation
will erode marine and coastal biodiversity,
undermine productivity and intensify socioeconomic conflicts over the increasingly scarce
resources of the coastal areas. This problem is
more serious in Indian context that has a long
coastline of 8129 kms with Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ) of 2.5 million sq. kms. This zone suffers
from the absence of an integrated attention
to conservation and development. Since these
regions form a vital link between the terrestrial
and aquatic ecosystems their conservation is
essential to maintain the ecological balance and
biodiversity. A well-defined biodiversity lessons
learnt in other regions of the world is proposed
for implementation in several different types of
regional scale coastal marine ecosystems. Various
conservation and management strategies for
sustainable use of coastal marine biodiversity
are suggested for socio-economic development
in India. The suitable strategies for integrated
coastal zones planning and management, combat
the impact of environmental and climate changes
especially on marine biodiversity, sea level rise,

For fishes, climate change may strongly
influence distribution and abundance through
changes in growth, survival, reproduction, or
responses to changes at other tropic levels.
Changing seawater temperature and current
flows will likely bring increases, decreases and
shifts in the distribution of marine fish stocks,
with some areas benefiting while other lose.

some time due to fishing. Nonetheless, climate
fluctuations are also known to cause extensive
shifts in species distribution and local biodiversity.
Furthermore, climate change and fishing
pressures may interact to exacerbate the risk of
collapse of fish populations to below the level at
which they can support fisheries. Neverthless,
there is also concern about possible loss of genetic
diversity (at least of genotypes), which may in turn
reduce the capacity to adapt to climate change.
Fisheries’ catch information provides much of
our knowledge about fish populations. These
data provide evidence for associations between
climate change and marine fish abundance and
distribution.
Climate change and sea level rise impacts on
mangrove:
Mangrove forests are tropical intertidal
habitats and are extensively developed on
accretionary shorelines. Sea level rise poses a
major threat to mangrove ecosystems through
sediment erosion, inundation stress and increased
salinity at landward zones. These problems
will be exacerbated for mangrove stands that
are subjected to ‘coastal squeeze’, i.e. where
landward migration is restricted by topography or
human developments. Increased air temperatures
and atmospheric CO2 concentrations are also
likely to increase mangrove productivity, change
phonological patterns, and expand the ranges of
mangrove forests into higher-latitudes.
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Mangrove can provide important services for
adjacent ecosystems, and also supply many useful
products to human societies. (1) nursery habitats
for many species of fish and invertebrates that
spend their adult lives on coral reefs, (2) sediment
trapping to sustain offshore water quality for
coral reefs, (3) protection for inland sites from
storm surges and flooding, (4) building materials,
(5) traditional medicines, (6) firewood and (7)
Food. As human populations have expanded, the
shortage of productive land in many developing
countries has led to clearance of large areas
of mangrove for agriculture and aquaculture
production.

from low to high water, based on controls
including the frequency of inundation and salinity
exposure. This is controlled by the elevation
of the substrate surface relative to mean sea
level. Mangroves have the capacity for extensive
establishment under conditions of stable sea
level, but are highly prone to retreat under
conditions of sea level change.
Climate Change Impacts on Coral Reefs:
Corals are considered as rainforest of
the ocean and some of the oldest and most
biologically diverse ecosystems on earth. Corals
are very sensitive to changes in the temperature
of the water in which they live: an increase of
even a couple of degrees centigrade can spell
danger to their survival. The coral get bleached
after zooxanthellae, algae that lives in corals and
is responsible for its beautiful colours, is either

killed or reduced, as a result of an increase in
the temperature. These Coral reefs are highly
vulnerable to climate change and the impacts will
be far reaching.
Coral reefs provide food for many species
in the ecosystem. Healthy coral reefs are also
the essential foundation for reef-based tourism
and fishing. They are vitally connected to other
habitats including mangroves and salt marshes,
seagrass meadows, estuaries, and open water
environments. Reefs also act as barriers, protecting
inshore habitats and human communities from
large waves and storm surges.
Rising sea temperature:

Mangrove species display a distinct zonation
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Joy’s smile is much closer to tears than laughter.

- Victor Hugs
June 2015
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Hard corals are highly susceptible to coral
bleaching caused by higher-than-normal
sea temperatures. Coral bleaching
is expected to occur more often
and with greater severity in the
future, making it difficult for
corals to recover between
bleaching events. As a result, the
abundance of living corals on
reefs is likely to decline in coming
decades. Coral communities
will increasingly be dominated
by types that are more tolerant to
temperature stress.
Ocean acidification:
Coral reefs are also highly vulnerable to
ocean acidification. Hard corals and many other
organisms that contribute to reef building, such as
coralline algae, make their skeletons from calcium
carbonate (limestone). The rate of skeleton
formation, known as calcification, will slow if
waters become more acidic and the skeletons of
these animals and plants will be weaker. Reefs are
continually worn down by storms, and creatures
that eat, burrow or dissolve their way through
limestone.

diseases. It is likely that the changes forecast
might modify the distribution of species
and the density of the populations
by displacing the habitats (e.g,
migration towards the pole
of higher altitudes of species
which prefer a colder
climate).
Threats
facing
the
landscapes and coastal
biodiversity:
Directly or indirectly, a rise
in sea level, global warming and
changes in the rainfall pattern would
greatly modify the coastal ecosystems and
the eco-socio-system to a large extent as well.
Man made changes have the effect of reducing
the number of species inhabiting the area. For
example, eutrophication leading to lowered
oxygen concentration in the water and the
sediments limits the number of species to those
few to tolerate those conditions. In areas where
large-scale aquaculture is practiced, the cultured
species often occupy a disproportionately large
amount of the habitat, forcing out many of the
natural species.

Extreme weather events:
Many scientists predict that intense cyclones
will occur more often due to climate change. Reef
recovery from such severe storms is slow, because
fewer corals survive to recolonise affected areas.
An increase in severe cyclones could therefore
contribute to the degradation of reefs structures
already weakened by coral bleaching and ocean
acidification.
MARINE

AND

COASTAL

Climate change today is an additional pressure
threatening the biological diversity.
Climate change and especially rising
temperature influence the periods of
reproduction and/or migration of some species,
the length of the growth phase, frequency of
parasite infestations and the emergence of new
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Among several plants and animals inhabiting
the coastal ecosystems including the coral reefs,
mangroves and estuaries only some species are
exploited for human use. However, such species
are often irrationally exploited with powerful
harvesting techniques, sometimes leading to
collapse of their respective habitats.

A good teacher must himself be a fellow traveller in the exciting pursuit of knowledge.
- Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
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IMPACTS ON
BIODIVERSITY:

My

Philosophy of

G

od is the author of life and life is His precious
gift. Life is a philosophy, also a wonder.
Therefore,“Philosophy
begins
in
wonder”.
“Philosophy does not intend to answer the question,
but rather questions the answers”. As a student of
English literature till last year, I was, at the backdrop
of literary works of different writers, wondered
about the beauty of the world and its glanderous
creation by reading diverse literary genres. “Poetry
is superior to all other subjects,” said Aristotle,
for the mysterious beauty of the world lies in the
beauty of the poetic diction”. Thus John Keats
said in his poem, Ode on a Gratian Urn, “Beauty
is truth and truth is beauty”. After reading poetry
I wondered,” What a beauty lies in the universe!”
But, after studying philosophy- different theories
proposed by philosophers, my perspective about
the world and its ultimate reality has gradually
changed, if not suddenly. I am intrigued to ask
now,” What is beauty?” From the shallow level of
exuberating with wonder and owe about beauty,
I suppose,I have reached the second phase of my
life where I am open to the reality of the world;
hence I am awakened to ask “What is beauty?”
From wondering what a beauty to questioning what
is beauty is the philosophy of my life right now. In
fact, as Francis Bacon, a philosopher -cum -a noted
essayist and above all the Father of Modern essays,
says in his essay ‘Of Truth’, “Beauty lies in the
beholder.” My philosophy of life is nothing, but my
perception about self-reality and the reality of the
world in which my extrinsic being is bound to be.
Life is a Journey:
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I was just walking on the road to nowhere with
nothing to know. I wonder... will they understand
me? Will they resonate with me? Will they awaken
me? Because I know they can
See and know the things that confine them to a
world of materialistic understanding. All the while,
I sit and wait for them patiently wondering when
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Life

Bro. Arul sj

the time will be apt to me. Suddenly, something
makes sense, especially in the present tense. All
that I thought would fade away and nothing would
remain here permanent. Indeed, it cannot go along
with the thought of pre-Socratic philosopher who
proclaimed,” Change is impossible.” Nothing remains
the same in the flowing life. But now, never mind
the thoughts; they speak their lies of dissolution;
never again will they break their ties? Can I break
the tie with my soul? Moreover why should I break
after all? Life is a mystery in the world of mystery.
It is mysterious, but I am bound to search for the
truth and attain knowledge; Socrates said,” It is the
knowledge of the soul.” Thus I will live with ethical
values and rudiments of perfect truth.
My Journey:
My journey is afoot after sinking into the world
of philosophy, but in search of ultimate truth. I want
to know why I exist in the world and eventually
why the world itself should exist. How life should
be perceived and experimented. “Among just one
among the avid explorers deriving meaning out of
experiences which sometimes extends further into
the realm of philosophy, leading me to write about
what they determine as the meaning for life and
reality.”
Earlier, I looked at philosophers as some sort of
advanced thinkers, someone can look at life in the
most advanced ways, exploring through study and
cause. But at present I fathom that a philosopher
really is just a person who thinks about life in ways
that the average individual does not care to even
interpret. I see most people are just contented with
the popular and simple everyday surface events.
Not selecting to look further into themselves
for fear of not fitting or that they might be leading
away from the familiar socially accepted path of
experiences.
I think perhaps life is already too consuming

Don’t aim for success if you want it: just do what you love and believe in, and it will come naturally.
- David Frost
June 2015
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I see life has become based on what we have
rather than what we think. Many times we are faced
with being dragged into depression and total denial
of the fact that we are not happy with all that we
have achieved for ourselves, not only as individual
people but also to the way we choose to live life.
Then when it comes to having to think for ourselves
and find a way out of sublime reality, we turn to
people who are experts in thinking to do it for us.
We ask for answers to why we feel so dissatisfied
with life through only seeing it based on materiality.
Surely there is more than just this daily humdrum
and constant need to have more and more.
Master of Thoughts:
Personally I believe that when all is questioned
and life is truly realized, it does not matter how
many experts are there on one position of life. It
will not matter how many people tell me their own
reason for life, purely base on my own reasoning
and thought. A philosopher should not be a master
of thought and thinking who sits in comfortable
room instructing his fellow disciples to think of
how life should be perceived. He should be seen an
interesting creative person who has the ability to
perceive life in a new and interesting way, taken on
by others as just another person who has a different
direction and viewpoint on life. The truth is that we
are all philosopher of life and we should derive real
meaning from our own goals and purpose.4This
should not have to be an onerous task to be in
academies for we need not go to the University for
learning. We are the best teachers to ourselves. The
world is the best teacher. We cannot learn from
the books what we could not learn from our life
experiences. My life is a philosophy.
I am a philosopher to the reality of my own
world. What is mysterious in the external world
is mysterious in the internal world of mine. I am
searching the internal world in order to realize the
purpose of my being in the external world. I am in
search of meaning for my life. No one can answer
this question, because this is question to my reality.
Time-bound creatures:
Time-bound creatures that we are, every passing
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year drags us along inexorably and takes its toll to
the world of unknown reality. However, occasionally
there is a respite, a welcome break when I as an
individual can cast our mind back and grow not
in age but in wisdom. As I have stepped into yet
another thought- provoking and exhilarating phase
of life, my heart is resonant with sentiments of
gratitude, first of all to God, the Almighty and then
to all those who are gracious and munificent as
to make their positive contributions towards the
growth of my great paradise of knowledge which is
an instrument for transcending the society which is
fraught with so many social evils. There is absolutely
no doubt that at this moment, my euphoric feelings
are naturally tinged with pride I have contributed at
least something to the society.
I, as all of you, am into the twenty-first century.
The ambience that surrounds us surely frightens us
and at the same time, it goads me into taking up
the cudgels against the various nefarious activities
that go on unchecked and non-stop in the world,
our country in particular. Quite obviously and
regrettably too, corruption, swindle, bribe etc. have
become the order of the day. Even the ordinary man
on the street is quite aware of the scandalous and
treacherous situation obtaining in the country. We
truly find ourselves at the crossroads! Now that
corruption has spread its evil tentacles in all realms
of the Indian polity thanks to the wantonness and
unprincipled actions of those who occupy the upper
echelons of power, it is very urgent that I, instead
of crying hoarse, swing into action with a view to
obliterating the evils that are sickeningly rampant in
our society.
Conclusion:
The reflective words of swami Vivekananda
reverberate within me. He said,” Give me hundred
youth and I will change the world”. It talks of the
power of the youth. Youth can do anything. They
have the power, energy and spirit. All they need is
motivation; motivation becomes powerful when it
propels an individual to the irresistible compulsion
of action transcending the level of inspiration and
persuasion to conviction and action. Youth must be
motivated. They are the shapers of tomorrows and
they are the refulgent sign of hope of our mother
nation.

Unity is strength: when there is teamwork and collaboration, wonderful things can be
achieved.
- Mattie Stepanek
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on their thoughts, with how they are going to get
through the day, why they first of all exist at all.

A Life
Changing Approach

G

enerally, several questions nag you from
the moment your children are born. This
increases as they begin to attend school. Can
they learn the various skills at school? Will they
be challenged? Will they be talented? Should you
push them into doing things? Will they have to
sacrifice their uniqueness in order to learn? The
most challenging part is that each child is unique
and needs a different kind of approach to the very
same task. ‘One size doesn’t fit all ‘– true to this
fact each one of us is totally unique.
All of you, as parents, would have had your kids
complaining about boredom in academics. But
have they ever felt bored with an extracurricular
activity that they liked? Of course, not! In my years
of experience, I had found that if the children are
taught their natural way, they become achievers.
Hence it is important to identify each student’s
unique characteristic.
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Identifying a child’s pattern can help them

K. SUGANTHA
BE, MS (Research)

think and learn to the best of their abilities.
Intelligence isn’t fixed from birth. All that matters
for a genius is the support for the development
of their individual gifts and talents. To see a true
renaissance of genius within a child, they need to
be encouraged on their strengths.
The individual gifts are like the colours of
rainbow: waiting to be discovered to shine.
The individual strengths can be identified by
analyzing their cognitive skills. The elements
of cognitive measures are the language skills,
physical skills, learning skills, challenges, trouble
factors and frustration. These are the basic
avenues in understanding the child’s working
mind. Understanding personal thinking patterns
invites you to respect and appreciate the kids as a
whole person. It supports your curiosity without
considering a particular behavior as indicative of
a problem or weakness. It invites you to notice
what works as well as what doesn’t.
The implication of this study is that if the
learning style of your kid doesn’t match their
thinking pattern, their academic levels are for
debate. By understanding their learning skills at
various micro levels – conscious, sub-conscious
and unconscious states, the study pattern can be
tailor-made to suit their needs.
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If a man loses his reverence for any part of life. He will lose his reverence for all of life
							- Albert Schweitzer
June 2015
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Greetings of the day...!!!
Kindly accept my hearty congratulations to the entire "Team-Mother News" for their excellent articles which are
thought provoking and useful in many ways. The article by Mr. A. Xavier in May 2015 reminds me some of the
judgements in recent times in India. The flow of the article and the way the examples were handled and the way
the same were compared etc are simply superb. Finally, the author has ended with a strong message to the mankind
as to respect the law and uphold the judiciary.  Kudos and keep it up. Regards,
                                                                                                                                       P. THAVASI, Porur, Chennai
Ü¡¹œ÷ ÝCKò¼‚°,
«ñ ñ£î ÞîN™ F¼.A. «êMò˜ â¿Fò cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ è†´¬ó Ü¼¬ñò£è Þ¼‰î¶.
Ü‰î‚ è£ô Üóê˜èœ b˜Š¬ð»‹, Þ‰î è£ô b˜Š¬ð»‹ ð£˜‚A¡ø «ð£¶ cF «îõ¡ âšõ£Á
î´ñ£ÁA¡ø£¡ â¡ð¶ ¹KAø¶.
Cõ£Tï£î¡, ªê¡¬ù&17
Ü¡¹œ÷ ÝCKò¼‚°,
°ìõ£ê™ C‰¶ ð£vè˜ Üõ˜èO¡ è†´¬ó Ü¼¬ñò£è Þ¼‰î¶. ñ¼ˆ¶õ °í‹ ªè£‡ì
ñ£‹ðöˆ¬î ð¿‚è è£˜¬ð´ è™ ¬õ‚Aø£˜èœ â¡ð¶ à‡¬ñ. Þîù£™ ðô «ð˜ ê£ŠH†´
«ï£Œ‚° Ý÷£Aø£˜èœ. Þ¬î ªõO„êˆ¶‚° ªè£‡´ õ‰î è†´¬ó‚° ï¡P.
M.ªê™õ‹,F¼‚è¿‚°¡ø‹,è£…C¹ó‹ ñ£õ†ì‹
Ü¡¹œ÷ ÝCKò¼‚°,
A «êMò˜ Üõ˜èO¡ cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ â¡ø è†´¬ó Iè¾‹ Ü¼¬ñò£è Þ¼‰î¶.
ÜF™ å¼ °ö‰¬î‚° Þ¼ î£Œñ£˜èœ àK¬ñ ªè£‡ì£ì ñF ¸†ðˆ¶ì¡ ê£ô«ñ£¡ Üóê˜
,b˜Š¹ õöƒAò¬î ²†®‚è£†®ò¶ CøŠ¹ Ü‹ê‹. cF Üóê˜èœ cF îõø£ñ™ b˜Š¹ õöƒè«õ‡´‹
â¡ðîŸ° Þ‚è†´¬ó å¼ Cø‰î â´ˆ¶‚è£†´. ñî˜ GÎv Þî¿‚° Þîò‹ èQ‰î ï™õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ.
â™.â†M¡, â¿‹Ì˜, ªê¡¬ù&8
Dear Editor,
Mother News a thought provoking journal gives immense pleasure to read till the end. Your editorial is superb, Prof.
Ponusamy 's After April Blooms May worth reading. Ramadasar's ÜFñ¶ó‹ «ï£Œ b˜‚°‹ ÜI˜î‹?, Sindhu
Baskar's Þ‰î ë£ùŠðö‹ è™ ¬õˆîî£-..? è™ ¬õ‚è£îî£..? are worth reading. Generally Mother News
should be read by one and all
R. Vishnu Varthan, Ambur, Vellore District.
ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èÀ‚° õí‚è‹.
«ñ 2015 ñî˜ GÎv ÞîN™ F¼. A.«êMò˜ â¿FJ¼‰î cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ è†´¬ó¬ò
ð®ˆ«î¡. Iè¾‹ Cøðð£è¾‹, ñA›„Cò£è¾‹ Þ¼‰î¶. cFòóê˜èœ â‰î Å›G¬ôJ½‹ b˜Š¹
õöƒ°‹ «ð£¶ cF îõø‚Ãì£¶ â¡ð¬î àî£óíƒèÀì¡ â´ˆ¶‚ ÃPòîŸ° å¼ êð£w!
ñî˜GÎv‚° õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ.
A.ªê™õ£ù‰î ï£òè‹, Üòù£õó‹, ªê¡¬ù&23

Ü¡¹œ÷ ñî˜ GÎv ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èÀ‚°,
ïñ¶ ï£†®¡ cF Üóê˜èœ b˜Š¹ õöƒ°‹ «ð£¶ cF îõø£¶ âšõ£Á èõùºì¡ b˜Š¹
õöƒè«õ‡´‹ â¡ðîŸ° F¼.A.«êMò˜ Üõ˜èO¡ 'cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ" â¡ø è†´¬ó Iè„ Cø‰î
â´ˆ¶‚è£†ì£è Ü¬ñ‰¶œ÷¶. ñî˜GÎv Þî¿‚° õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ.
C. M«ù£x,ªè£´ƒ¬èÎ˜, ªê¡¬ù &118
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Ì‚è÷£è Þ¼‚è£«î àF˜‰¶ M´õ£Œ. ªê®è÷£è Þ¼ ÜŠ«ð£¶î£¡
Ìˆ¶‚ªè£‡«ì Þ¼Šð£Œ.
& M«õè£ù‰î˜
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«ðó¡¹¬ìf˜, õí‚è‹,
"cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ" â¡ø î¬ôŠH™. A.«êMò˜ ²†®‚ è£†®ò cFèœ âO¬ñJ½‹
âO¬ñ. õL¬ñJ½‹ õL¬ñò£°‹. â™ô£¼‚°‹ ªîK‰î Þ¬õ Þ‚è£ôˆFŸ°‹ â‚è£ôˆFŸ°‹
ãŸø¬õò£°‹. â¿ˆ¶ dóƒAè¬÷»‹ H÷‚°‹. àœ÷ˆ¬î»‹ à¼‚°‹ â¡ðîŸ° Þ‚è†´¬ó æ˜
â´ˆ¶‚è£†ì£°‹. õ£›è, õ÷˜è!
ð£.CõLƒè‹, Þó£ò¹ó‹, ªê¡¬ù&13

ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èÀ‚°,
cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ â¡ø î¬ôŠH™ F¼. A.«êMò˜ Üõ˜èœ, â¿Fò è†´¬óJ™ cF¬ò
G¬ôï£†ì îù¶ ñè¬ù «î˜‚è£L™ Þ†´ ªè£¡ø Üóê¡ ñÂ cF «ê£ö¡ Ý‡ì ï£†®™, îŸ«ð£¶
cF G˜Íôñ£A ÜcF î¬ôMKˆ¶ Ý´õ¬î ²†®‚è£†®»œ÷¶ ð£ó£†ìˆî‚è¶. Ý†Cò£÷˜èO¡
Üõôƒè¬÷ ðì‹H®ˆ¶ è£†® cF‚è£è °ó™ ªè£´‚°‹ ñî˜ GÎv Þî¿‚° õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ.
F¼ñF.ó£üèô£, °†ì‚°N, è¡Qò£°ñK ñ£õ†ì‹
ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èÀ‚°,õí‚è‹.
A.«êMò˜ Üõ˜èO¡ cF°Pˆî Þ‰î‚ è†´¬ó êKò£ù «ïóˆF™ â¿îŠð†´ êKò£ù «ïóˆF™
ªõOJŠð†´œ÷¶. î£ƒèœ «ñŸ«è£œ è£†®»œ÷ MMLò cF‚ °PŠ¹èœ, ñ¡ù˜ è£ô cF‚
°PŠ¹èœ Gè›è£ôˆF™ ïì‚°‹ cF °Pˆî Gè›¾èœ Cô¼‚° ê£†¬ìò®ò£è¾‹, ðô¼‚° cF
î£ñîñ£ù£½‹, cF âˆî¬ù º¬ø õ¿Mù£½‹ ÞÁFJ™ cF ñ†´«ñ ªõ™½‹ â¡Á Ü¼¬ñò£è
²†®‚è£†ìŠð†´œ÷¶.'ñ¡ùÂ‚°‹ ñ‚èÀ‚°‹ cF â¡ð¶ å¡Áî£¡' â¡Á àí˜ˆîŠð†´œ÷¶.
"cF è£ˆî Üóê˜èœ" ð¬ìŠð£Ÿø½‚° æ˜ â´ˆ¶‚è£†´. îƒèœ â¿ˆ¶ôè ðE «ñ½‹ CøŠð¬ìò
ï™õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ.
N. Fò£èó£x, ñ£˜ˆî£‡ì‹,è¡Qò£°ñK ñ£õ†ì‹
Dear Editor,
I have read the "Mother News" of this month May 2015. The article " Neethi Kaatha Arasargal" written by
Mr.A. Xavier is "Super". The examples pointed out in the Article such as King Solomon, Manu Neethi Chozhan,
Pandian Nedunchezhian and Jesus were extremely nice. Congratulations to "Mother News."                                                                 
                                                                                                         Sahaya Jenifa,.M, Loyola College, Chennai-34
Dear Editor,
I am a regular reader of Mother News Magazene which comes out with good reflected themes. My family members
requested you to publish Mother News Magazene in English and Hindi if you don't mind. I am sending a DD for
Rs. 200/- as annual subscription. Regards,
Kumar Sanjeev Bandral, R/o. Tondwa west, Doda City, Jammu and Kashmir

Theory
Ramdasar

T

here was a king who had 10 wild dogs... He
used to torture them and scolded all ministers
on their mistakes. So, one of the ministers once
gave an opinion which was wrong, and the king
didn’t like at all… He ordered that the minister to
be thrown out to the dogs.
The minister beseeched, "I served you 10
years and you do this..? Please give me some 10
days more.
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The king agreed… In those 10 days the minister
went to the guard who was guarding the dogs and
told him that he wanted to serve the dogs for the
next 10 days… The guard was baffled… But he
agreed…
The minister started feeding the dogs,
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cleaning, washing them, and providing all sorts of
comfort for them.
So when the 10 days were over, The king
ordered that the minister be thrown in to the
dogs. But when he was thrown in,
Everyone was amazed at what they saw.. They
saw the dogs licking the feet of the minister!
So the king baffled at what he saw… said:“what
happened to the dogs!” The minister then said;”
I served the dogs for 10 days and they didn’t
forget my service… Yet I served you for 10 years
and you forgot all at the first mistake!”…
The king realized his mistakes and got wolves
instead So what management has decided is
decided...Though they are wrong, u are in trouble.

è£î£™ àð«îê‹ «è†HÂ‹ è¼ˆF™ ï‹H‚¬è à‡ì£èM®¡ è´è÷¾‹
ï¡¬ñ à‡ì£è£¶.
& è«î
June 2015
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ªîóê£

õ£›¾‹

õN»‹

20

Ü

¡¬ù
ªîóê£
Üõ˜èO¡
'õ£›¾‹
õN»‹' â¡ø è†´¬óˆ ªî£ì˜ õNò£è
2013 ñ£˜„ ñ£î‹ ºî™ èì‰î Ý‡´èO™
19 ñî˜GÎv Þî›èœ õNò£è àƒè«÷£´
à¬óò£®J¼‚A«ø¡.
Þ¬î
â¿îˆ
ªî£ìƒAò«ð£¶ âŠð® â¿¶«õ¡ â¡ø ã‚è‹
â¡Qì‹ Þ¼‰î¶. ºî™ ÜˆFò£ò ºè¾¬óJ™
ï£¡ °PŠH†ì¶ «ð£™, Ü¡¬ù Üõ˜èO¡
õ£›‚¬è õóô£¬ø ñ†´‹ ï£¡ àƒèœ º¡
â´ˆ¶ ¬õ‚è£ñ™, Þ‚è£ô Gè›¾è¬÷»‹,
Ü¡ø£ì‹ ï‹ õ£›M™ ï¬ìªðÁ‹ ¹¶Š¹¶
C‰î¬ùè¬÷»‹
º®‰îõ¬ó
èô‰¶œ«÷¡.
'C‰î¬ù«ò º‚Aò‹. C‰Fòõ˜è÷™ô˜. Üî¡
î£‚è«ñ ªðK¶. Ý‚Aòõ˜è÷™ô˜' â¡ðîŸ«èŸð
âù¶ C‰î¬ùèœ ðô˜ ñù¬îˆ ªî£†®¼‰î£™
â¡ â¿ˆ¶Š ðò¡ î‰F¼‚°‹ â¡Á Ü˜ˆî‹.

â¡¬ù â¿îˆ É‡®ò, 'ñî˜ GÎv' ÝCKò˜ Dr.
G.K.î£v Üõ˜èÀ‚° â¡ ºî™ ï¡P. åšªõ£¼
Þî¿‹ ªõOõ‰î àì¡, Ý˜õñ£èŠ ð®ˆ¶,
°¬øè¬÷‚ ÃP °†´ ¬õˆ¶, G¬øè¬÷‚ ÃPŠ
ð£ó£†® âù‚° á‚èñOˆî ºî™ õ£êA â¡
ñ¬ùM F¼ñF. Ý‚ùv Üõ˜èÀ‚°‹ ï¡P.
âù‚° ï™ôªî£¼ åˆ¶¬öŠ¹ î‰î ñî˜GÎv
ðEò£÷˜ åšªõ£¼õ¼‚°‹ ï¡P. åšªõ£¼
Þî¿‚°‹ â¿F º®ˆîŠH¡ «î˜¾ â¿FM†´
Üî¡ º®¾‚° è£ˆF¼‚°‹ ñ£íõ¬ùŠ«ð£™
Mñ˜êùƒè¬÷ âF˜«ï£‚AJ¼‰î «õ¬÷J™,
«ïK½‹ ªî£¬ô«ðC Íôñ£è¾‹, è®îƒèœ
Íôñ£è¾‹ â¡¬ùŠ ð£ó£†® âù‚° á‚èñOˆî
ï‡ð˜èœ, õ£êè˜èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ â¡ ªï…
ê£˜‰î ï¡P.

ªê£ŸèO™ Ü‰î Í¡Á â¿ˆ¶‚èÀ‚° å¼
º‚Aòˆ¶õ‹ à‡´. Ü¶ î£¡ â™«ô£¼‚°‹
H®ˆî 'ï¡P' â¡ø åŸ¬ø„ ªê£™. 'ï¡P
ñøŠð¶ ï¡ø¡Á' â¡ð¶ õœÀõ˜ õ£‚°. Þ‰î
ï¡P â¡ø ªê£™ âOî£ù¶ Ü™ô. Üšõ÷¾
õL¬ñò£ù¶. õ£›¾ î¼õ¶. âù«õ ï£¡
àƒèÀ‚° ï¡P ªê£™½‹ «ïó‹ Þ¶.

ªð£¡ªñ£N
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ñQîQ¡ ñA›„C Üõ¡ Ü¬ì»‹ ñùˆF¼ŠFJ™ î£¡ ÜìƒA»œ÷¶.
& ñè£ˆñ£è£‰F
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'ñî˜ GÎv' ÞîN™ ÞŠð®ªò£¼ ªî£ì˜
â¿îô£‹ â¡ø â‡í‹ õ‰î«ð£¶, 'Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£M¡ õ£›‚¬è õóô£Á' â¡ð¬îMì Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£ õ£›¾‹, Üõ˜èœ è£†®ò õN»‹ â¡ø
ªð£¼œðì ï™ô î¬ôŠH¬ùˆ «î˜‰ªî´ˆ¶,

Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ Üõ˜èO¡ ËŸø£‡´ Mö£¬õ
º¡Q†´ Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ Üø‚è†ì¬÷J¡
«è£K‚¬è¬ò ãŸÁ Þ‰Fò Üó² Ü¡¬ùJ¡
à¼õ‹
ªð£Pˆî
5
Ïð£Œ
ï£íòˆ¬î
ªõOJ†ì¶. ï£íòˆ¬î ªõOJ†´ «ðCò
ÜŠ«ð£¬îò ñˆFò GF ñ‰FK Hóí£Š ºè˜T
Üõ˜èœ, "ã¬ö ñ‚èÀ‚° ªî£‡ì£ŸÁõîŸè£è
îù¶ õ£›ï£¬÷ Ü˜ŠðEˆ¶‚ ªè£‡ì Ü¡¬ù

\

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ªîóê£, îù¶ ðE¬ò Ýó‹Hˆî«ð£¶ Üõ˜èœ
¬èJ™ Þ¼‰î¶ 5 Ïð£Œ ñ†´«ñ. Ü¬î
G¬ù¾Ã¼‹ õ¬èJ™î£¡ 5 Ïð£Œ ï£íòˆF™
Üõó¶ à¼õ‹ ªð£P‚èŠð†´œ÷¶" â¡Á
°PŠH†ì£˜.

èì‰¶ õ‰î ð£¬îJ™ âˆî¬ù âˆî¬ù
î¬ì‚èŸèœ. Ýù£™ ÜõŸ¬ø‚è‡´ Ü¡¬ù
¶õ‡´MìM™¬ô. °¡Áè¬÷ ªðò˜ˆ¶M†´
ð£Œ‰«î£´Aø ïF ªõœ÷ˆ¬î ï£í™ °Á‚«è
G¡Á î´ˆ¶Mì º®»ñ£ â¡ù?

ï™ô
ÞîòƒèO™
Þ¼‰¶î£¡
ï™ô
â‡íƒèÀ‹,
ïŸªêò™èÀ‹
à¼õ£A¡øù. Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ è™èˆî£M™
ÝîóõŸøõ˜èÀ‚è£è å¼ Þ™ô‹ Ü¬ñ‚è
ºò¡ø£˜.
ÜŠ«ð£¶
Ü¡¬ùJì‹
å¼õ˜,
"¬èJ™ 5 Ïð£Œ ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ àƒè÷£™
â¡ù ªêŒòº®»‹?" â¡Á «è†ì£˜.

C¡ùî£è å¼õ¼‚° àîM ªêŒ¶M†ì£™
«ð£¶‹, Ü¬î ï¡° M÷‹ðóŠð´ˆF, ðô˜ ð£ó£†ì
«õ‡´‹ â¡Á ðô¼‹ G¬ùŠð¶‡´. Ýù£™
Ü¡¬ù«ò£ Ü‰îñ£FK ð£ó£†´èÀ‚° ªêM
ê£ŒŠðF™¬ô. å¼ º¬ø Üõó¶ «ê¬õ¬òŠ
ð£ó£†® «ðCò «ð£¶,' ï£¡ ªêŒî¬î â™ô£‹
«ê¬õ â¡Á ªê£™ô£b˜èœ. èì¬ñ‚° «ê¬õ
â¡Aø ªðò˜ ªè£´Šð¶ âŠð®ˆ î°‹?" Þ¶î£¡
Ü¡¬ùJ¡ «èœM»‹ Üõó¶ Éò àœ÷º‹.

ÜîŸ° Üõ˜, '5 Ïð£Œ ¬èJ™ ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´
ªîóê£õ£™ â¶¾‹ ªêŒò º®ò£¶. Ýù£™
5 Ïð£»‹, Ý‡ìõ¡ Ü¼À‹ «ê˜‰î£™,
ªîóê£õ£™ ªêŒò º®ò£î¶ â¶¾‹ Þ¼‚è£¶'
â¡Á ðFôOˆî£˜. Üõó¶ Éò àœ÷ˆF™ â¿‰î
â‡í‹ ªêò½¼õ£ù¶. ã¬ö âO«ò£˜‚°„
ªêŒî «ê¬õJ™ Üõ¼‚° ªê£˜‚è‹ ªîK‰î¶.
Ü¡¬ù¬òŠ ªð£Áˆîõ¬ó î£Œ¬ñ â¡ð¶
è¼Š¬ðJ™ Þ™¬ô. ÝîóõŸø H…²è¬÷
î£ƒAò Ü¡¹‚ èóƒèO™î£¡ Þ¼‰î¶. Ü¬ùˆ¶
ó£èƒèÀ‹
å¡ÁÃ®
å¼
¹™ô£ƒ°ö¬ô
¹¬ù‰îù. Ü‰îŠ ¹™ô£ƒ°ö™î£¡ Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£. Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ õ£›M¡ Ü®ˆî÷ˆ¬î
ñ‡í£™
è†ì£ñ™
ñQî
«ïòˆî£™
è†®ù£˜èœ. ÜF™ Ü¡H¡ ÜvFõ£ó‹ Ýöñ£Œ
«ð£ìŠð†®¼‰î¶.

ªðƒèÀK™ ï¬ìªðŸø å¼ Ã†ìˆF™ å¼
ðí‚è£ó ªð‡, Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£¬õŠ ð£˜ˆ¶,
'cƒèœ ã¬öèÀ‚° ²‹ñ£ àí¾ªè£´ˆ¶,
ªî£ì˜‰¶ Üõ˜è¬÷ H„¬ê‚è£ó G¬ôJ«ô«ò
¬õˆF¼‚Al˜èœ. à¬ö‚è«õ£, ªê£‰î‚è£L™
GŸè«õ£ èŸÁ‚ ªè£´‚è£ñ™, H„¬ê‚è£ó˜è¬÷
à¼õ£‚°Al˜èœ" âù‚ °Ÿø‹ ê£†®ù£˜.
'ï£¡ ã¬öèÀ‚° àíõO‚A«ø¡. Ýù£™
Üõ˜èœ ã¬ö ÝùîŸ° ï£¡ è£óíñ™ô.
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îù¶
«ï£‚è‹
â¶ªõ¡ð¬î
îù¶
Ý›ñùˆF™
b˜ñ£QˆF¼‰î£˜èœ.
Ü¬î
Ü¬ìõ«î îù¶ Þô‚° â¡ð¬î àÁF ªêŒ¶
ªè£‡ì£˜èœ. ¬èJ™ ðíI™¬ô«ò, àìL™
õ½M™¬ô«ò,
àîM‚°
ò£¼I™¬ô«ò
â¡ªø™ô£‹ «ò£Cˆ¶ î¡ «ïóˆ¬î Üõ˜èœ
ií£‚AòF™¬ô.
'õÁ¬ñJ™ ²ö½‹ ã¬öè¬÷ G¬ù‚è£î
ðí‚è£ó˜èÀ‹ «îêˆ ¶«ó£Aè«÷. ªðKò
ªêò™è¬÷ G¬ø«õŸø«õ c Hø‰¶œ÷£Œ âù
ï‹¹' âù‚ÃP ñQî ñùˆFŸ° ðô‹ ÜOˆîõ˜
²õ£I
M«õè£ù‰î˜.
Ü«î«ð£™
Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£¾‹ ªî£†ìªîŸªè™ô£‹ ¶õ‡´Mì£ñ™
ñQî¡ üìñ™ô, Üõ¬ù iC âP‰î ÞìˆF™
«õ¼¡P
G¬ô
ªè£œ÷„
ªêŒò«õ‡´‹
â¡ð«î«ò °P‚«è£÷£è‚ ªè£‡´ ªêò™ð†ì£˜.
ªõŸP»‹ è‡ì£˜. Üõ˜èœ ïì‰¶ õ‰î,

ªð£¡ªñ£N

ò£¬ó»‹ ã¬ö Ý‚°‹ â‡í‹ âù‚° Þ™¬ô.
â¡Qì‹ Þ¼Šð¬î ï£¡ Üõ˜èÀ‚°Š ðA˜‰¶
ªè£´‚A«ø¡' â¡Á ðFô® ªè£´ˆî£˜èœ
Ü¡¬ù.
"ªî£¿«ï£ò£OJ¡
¶˜ï£Ÿø‹
i²‹
óíˆ¬î âŠð® àƒè÷£™ ²ˆî‹ ªêŒò
º®Aø¶? àôèˆF½œ÷ ðíˆ¬î â™ô£‹
ªè£†®‚ ªè£´ˆî£½‹
ï£ƒèœ Ü¬î„

ï™«ô£˜ Þñòñ¬ôŠ «ð£¡ø ªï´‰ÉóˆFL¼‰«î Hóè£C‚A¡øù˜.
& ªè÷îñ¹ˆî˜
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ªêŒòñ£†«ì£‹' Þ¶ ñ‚èO™ CôK¡ «èœM.
'ï£ƒèÀ‹ ÜŠð®ˆî£¡. ðí‹ õ£ƒA‚ªè£‡´
Þ¬î ªêŒòñ£†«ì£‹. Ýù£™ Üõ˜èœ e¶
ªè£‡´œ÷ Ü¡¹‚è£è ñ†´«ñ ªêŒA«ø£‹'
Þ¶ Ü¡¬ùJ¡ ðF™.

C²¬õ ªõÁ‚°‹ ªð‡èÀ‹ Þ¼‚Aø£˜èœ.
î£J¡ õJŸPL¼‰¶ ªõOõ‰î °ö‰¬îJ¡
ºî™ Ü¿°ó™ «è†ì¶‹ æ®Š«ð£Œ â†®Š
ð£˜‚Aø¶ å¼ Ã†ì‹. Ýí£.... ªð‡í£...?
ªð†ìŠ¹œ÷
Hø‰F¼‚°.
ºè‹
²Oˆ¶‚

àøMù˜e¶
è£óíˆ«î£´
õ¼õ¶î£¡
ð£ê‹. â‰îMî ªî£ì˜¹‹ Þ™ô£îõ˜èœ e¶
ãŸð´õ¶î£¡ è¼¬í. è¼¬í«ò Ü¡H¡ à„ê
è†ì‹. è¼¬í â¡ð¶ è‡è÷£™ ªè£´‚°‹
åˆîìñ£è¾‹, ¬èè÷£™ îì¾‹ èO‹ð£è¾‹,
ñùî£™ ªê½ˆ¶‹ ñ‰Fóñ£è¾‹ Þ¼Šð¶î£¡.
å¼õ¼¬ìò è¼¬í Ü¼A™ Þ¼Šðõ˜è¬÷»‹
Þó‚èŠðì ¬õˆ¶M´‹. ÞŠð®Šð†ì è¼¬í¬ò
M¬îˆîõ˜î£¡ Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£.
à¡Â¬ìò è‡ Üöè£J¼‰î£™ Hø¬ó‚
èõóô£‹. Ü¬îMì à¡ ªêò™ Üöè£Œ
Þ¼‰î£™ Høó£™ èõóŠð´õ£Œ. à¡Qì‹ ð£ê‹
¬õ‚°‹ Þîòˆ¬î «ïC. îõP™¬ô. Ýù£™
à¡¬ù‚ «è£ðŠð´ˆ¶‹ Þîòˆ¬î Ü¬îMì
ÜFèñ£è «ïC. ËÁ «ð¼‚° àíõO‚è
àƒè÷£™ º®ò£ñ™ «ð£èô£‹. ðóõ£J™¬ô.
°¬ø‰îð†ê‹
å¼õ¼‚è£õ¶
àíõO‚è
ºòŸC ªêŒ»ƒèœ. Þ¶î£¡ Ü¡¬ùJ¡ Ü¡¹
«õ‡´«è£œ.

è¼M«ô
°ö‰¬îè¬÷
ªè£¬ô¹K»‹
ªð‡èœî£¡ àôA™ IèŠªðKò ªè£¬ôò£Oèœ
â¡ð¶ Ü¡¬ùJ¡ è¼ˆ¶. ñQî¡ ñQî¬ù
ªè£¬ô ªêŒõîŸ°‹, î£Œ î¡ °ö‰¬î‚
è¼¬õ C¬îŠðîŸ°‹ «õÁð£«ì Þ™¬ô.
âù«õ, ò£¼‹ è¼„C¬î¾ ªêŒò «õ‡ì£‹.
õ÷˜‚è õ‚èŸÁ Hø‰î °ö‰¬îè¬÷ ªè£™ô¾‹
«õ‡ì£‹. °ö‰¬î¬òŠ ªðŸªø´ˆ¶ â¡Qì‹
î£¼ƒèœ, ï£¡ Üõ˜è¬÷ õ÷˜‚A«ø¡ â¡Á
ÃP è¼M™ C² ªè£¬ôJ¡ b¬ñ¬ò, Hø‰î
H…²è¬÷ ªè£¬ô ªêŒ»‹ ð£õˆ¬î àô°‚°
â´ˆ¶¬óˆî£˜ Ü¡¬ù.
i†®™ ªð‡°ö‰¬î Hø‰î£™ 'ñè£ô†²I'
Hø‰¶œ÷£œ âù‚ ªè£‡ì£´‹ °´‹ðƒèœ
ãó£÷‹. ï‹ ï£†®™ ªð‡è¬÷ ñFŠðõ˜èœ
ÜFè‹ Þ¼‚Aø£˜èœ. Ü«î êñò‹
ªð‡
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Ã†ì‹ è¬ôAø¶. ß¡ø î£J¡ è‡èOL¼‰¶
î£¬ó î£¬óò£Œ è‡a˜. î¡ °ö‰¬î¬ò
ªè£¡ÁM´õ£˜è«÷ â¡ø èõ¬ôJ™ Üõœ
è‡a˜ C‰î, 'Ü¿õ£î ¹œ«÷.... Ü¬î âƒè
¬èJ™ ªè£´ˆF´, ï£ƒè ð£˜ˆ¶‚A«ø£‹'
âù‚ÃP î£J¡ ¬èJL¼‰¶ °ö‰¬î¬ò
H´ƒA‚ ªè£œAø£˜èœ.
î£J¡ ñ£˜H™ ²ó‚°‹ Y‹ð£¬ô‚ °®ˆî£™
«ï£Œ âF˜Š¹ ê‚F A¬ì‚°‹. °ö‰¬î‚°
Ü¶ è†ì£ò‹ ªè£´‚èŠðì«õ‡´‹. Ýù£™
è‡ñE«ò! c Þ‰î Þó‚èI™ô£ Üó‚è˜èœ
¬èJ™ Ü™ôõ£ C‚AM†ì£Œ! àJ˜‚ è£Ÿ¬ø
c ²õ£C‚°º¡ à¡ àJ˜ Í„¬ê Üì‚èˆ
¶E‰¶ M†ì£˜è«÷ ð£Mèœ! Ü«î£ Üõœ
¬èJ™ Y‹ð£½‚° ðF™ àù‚°‚ èœOŠð£™!
c è‡Fø‰¶ ð£˜‚°‹º¡ èœOŠð£™ î‰¶
à¡ è‡¬í Í®M†ì£˜è«÷! è¼õ¬øJQ¡Á

.¶¼ŠH®ˆ¶ «îŒõ¬îMì, à¬öˆ¶‚ «îŒõ¶ «ñô£°‹.
&

M«õè£ù‰î˜
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êÍèˆF¡e¶, êÍè ïôQ™ I°‰î Ü‚è¬ó
ªè£‡ìõ˜ Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£. Üîù£™î£¡
è¼M«ô °ö‰¬î¬ò‚ ªè£¬ô ªêŒõ¬î‚
è´¬ñò£è âF˜ˆî£˜èœ.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ªõOŠð†´
èœOŠð£™
°®‚è£ñ™
è¼Š¬ðJ«ô«ò c Þø‰F¼‚èô£è£«î£!.
Ý‡ìõ«ù!
ÞQò£õ¶
à¡
ð¬ìŠ¹èOL¼‰¶ èœO„ ªê®è¬÷ ÜNˆ¶M´.
ÜŠð®
ÜN‚è£M†ì£™
èœOJ™
ð£™
²ó‚è£ñ™ ªêŒ¶M´. âƒèÀ‚° «õ‡´‹ Þ‰î
ªñ£†´‚èœ.
°ö‰¬îJ™ô£
ªî£†®™è¬÷
«è£J™
ñóˆF™
ªî£ƒèM†ì
ªð‡èœ
¬èJ™ îõö†´‹ Ü¬õ. Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£
«ð£™ Üóõ¬í‚è Ü¡¬ùò˜è÷£ Þ™¬ô
àôA™?
è¼¬õ‚
è¬ôŠð¶‹
è‡Fø‰¶
ð£˜‚°‹º¡ èœOŠð£™ ªè£´Šð¶‹ «õ‡ì£‹
ïñ‚°. Ýµ‚° êññ£è ªð‡µ‹ «õ‡´‹
â¡ðîŸè£èˆî£«ù ªð‡è¬÷»‹ ð¬ì‚Aø£˜
èì¾œ.

ªð¼‹ ²¬ñ«ò£´ õóM™¬ôªò¡Á, à¡ i†®¡
'²¬ñî£ƒA' Ý‚AM´Aø£«ò!
Þ¶ Gò£òñ£?
ªð£¡ Í†¬ì¬ò ²ñ‰¶ õ‰î£™ Üõœ âù‚°
ð£óI™¬ô, âù‚°‚ A¬ìˆîŠ ðK² â¡Á
«ð£ŸÁ‹ c, ªõÁñ«ù õ‰î£™ ªõÁŠð«î¡?
à¡¬ù ï‹H õ‰îõÀ‚° àJ˜ Í„ê£Œ
c Þ¼. Üõœ M´‹ ªð¼Í„¬ê ÜõÀ‚°
àíõ£‚è£«î!
ñí‹
º®‚°‹
ñèÀ‚°
õóî†ê¬í
ªè£´‚èM™¬ôªò¡ø£™,
«ð£°IìˆF™

ªð‡èœ e¶ I°‰î ðŸÁ‹
ð£êº‹
ªè£‡ìõ˜
Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£.
F¼ñíñ£ù
Þ÷‹ ªð‡èœ õóî†ê¬í‚ ªè£´¬ñò£™
ð£F‚èŠð†ì«ð£¶ Üõ˜èœ ðKî£ð G¬ô¬òŠ
ð£˜ˆ¶ Iè¾‹ ñù‹ õ¼‰Fù£˜èœ.
'ñƒ¬èòó£Œ HøŠðîŸ«è ï™ô ñ£îõ‹ ªêŒFì
«õ‡´ñ‹ñ£' â¡Á èMñE «îCè Mï£òè‹
ð£®ù£˜. ÜŠð® ªð¼¬ñ I‚è ªð‡èœ
'õóî†ê¬í'
â¡ø ªè£´¬ñ‚° Ý÷£A
ªè£Çóñ£è ñóíñ¬ìõ¬î G¬ùˆ¶ Ü¡¬ù
ªðK¶‹
«õî¬ù
Ü¬ì‰î£˜èœ.
Þõ˜èœ
â¡ù °ŸøˆFŸè£è ñóí‹ Ü¬ìAø£˜èœ?
î£ƒèœ M¼‹H Ü¡¹ ªê½ˆ¶‹ èíõ«ù
Üõ˜èÀ‚° M¬ùò£õ¶ ã¡? cƒèœ ß¡ªø´ˆî
°ö‰¬îè¬÷‚Ãì ÝîóõŸø G¬ôJ™ M†´M†´
ã¡ ê£èˆ¶EAl˜èœ? Þ¶î£¡ Ü¡¬ùJ¡
«èœM.
è¼¬íJ¡
õ®õ£ù
ªð‡èœ
ªè£™ôŠð´õ¬î âŠð®‚ è‡®‚è£ñ™ è‡Í®
Þ¼‚è º®»‹ â¡Á õóî†ê¬ù‚ ªè£´¬ñ¬ò
âF˜ˆ¶‚ °ó™ ªè£´ˆîõ˜ Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£.
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ðí‹
â™«ô£¬ó»‹
ñQîˆî¡¬ñòŸø
I¼èƒè÷£è
ñ£ŸP
M´Aø¶.
ðíˆF¡
ªè£Çó‚ èóˆî£™ ªð‡èœ è£óíI¡P àJ˜
Þö‚è «õ‡®»œ÷¶. è¼¾‚°œ à¡¬ù‚
è£Šð£ŸPò‚ è£óíˆî£™ à¡ Ü¡¬ù¬òˆ
ªîŒõñ£è ñF‚°‹ c, à¡ è¼¬õ„ ²ñ‚è
õ‰îõ¬÷ à¡ è£ô£™ IFŠð«î¡! ÜõÀ‹
à¡ î£Œ «ð£¡øªî£¼ ªð‡î£«ù! î£Œ‚°
cF î£óˆFŸ° ÜcFò£? ªð£¡ ªð£¼œ «ð£¡ø

ªð£¡ªñ£N

ñóíî†ê¬í A¬ì‚°‹. ñŸøõ˜ ê¬ñ‚°‹«ð£¶
ªõ®‚è£î vìš ñ¼ñèœ ê¬ñ‚°‹«ð£¶
ªõ®ˆ¶„ CîÁ‹. Ü¶õ¬ó ð£¶è£Šð£ùî£è
Þ¼‰î ªè£™¬ôŠ¹ø AíÁÃì ñ¼ñèœ è£™
ÞìPM¿‹ ð£¿ƒAíø£è ñ£PM´‹. àFó‹
°®‚°‹ æï£ŒèO¡ æò£î ªõPˆîùˆî£™,
C¡ù…CÁ °´‹ð‹ C¡ù£H¡ùñ£AM´Aø¶.
àŸø àø¾èœ ð´‹ ¶¡ð‹ ªï…¬êŠ HNAø¶.
àƒèœ ñèÂ‚° àJ˜î†ê¬íªè£´ˆî cƒèœ
Cø‰îõ˜ â¡ø£™, àƒèœ ñèQ¡ è¼¬õ„ ²ñ‰¶
Þ¡ªù£¼ àJ¬ó à¼õ£‚A‚ ªè£´‚èŠ«ð£°‹
ñ¼ñèÀ‹ àò˜‰îõ÷¡«ø£!
ñƒè÷ñ£è ªð£†´ ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´, â¡
èíõ¡ â¡ °ö‰¬î â¡Á °´‹ðˆ¬î‚
°ÉèL‚è„ªêŒ¶, â‰î Å›G¬ôJ½‹ ï‹
èô£„ê£óˆ¬î W«ö Mö Mì£î ªð‡è¬÷ ¬è
ÃŠH õíƒ°õ¬îM†´, ¬è æƒA Ü®Šð«î¡?
'Ü®‚Aø ¬èî£¡ Ü¬í‚°‹' â¡ø£™ ÜõÀ‹
à¡¬ù Ü®ˆ¶M†´ Ü¬íˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£ñ£?
õ¼‹ ñèÀ‹ (ñ¼ñèœ) ªð¼‹ î†ê¬íî£¡

Ýíõ‹ ªè£™ô£ñ™ Þ¼‰î£™, Üóêñó«õ˜«ð£™ á¡P õ£öô£‹.
& Þ«ò²ï£î˜
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å¿‚èˆî£™ î£‹ è£†´‹ ñQî «ïòˆî£™
Cø‰îõ˜ Ýèº®»‹ â¡ð«î à‡¬ñ.
è£ô…ªê¡øõ˜èœ â™ô£‹ õóô£ŸP™ Þì‹
H®ŠðF™¬ô. õ£›‰î è£ôˆF™ ÜKò ªðKò
ê£î¬ùèœ ªêŒîõ˜èœ ñ†´‹î£¡ õóô£ŸP™
Þì‹ H®‚è º®»‹. Ü‰î õ¬èJ™ Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£ ñQî «ïò‹I‚è å¼ õóô£ŸÁ ï£òAî£¡.

'ñ£î˜ î‹¬ñ ÞN¾ ªêŒ»‹ ñì¬ñ¬ò‚
ªè£Àˆ¶«õ£‹'
â¡Á
ºöƒAù£˜
ð£óF.
'ªð‡«í c ðœ÷‹ ð£˜ˆ¶ ð¶ƒ°‹ ð¶¬ñŠ
ªð‡í™ô; °¡P¡ «ñ™ M÷‚è£Œ åOó
«õ‡®ò ¹¶¬ñŠ ªð‡! ªð‡«í c «ð¬îŠ
ªð‡í™ô; «ñ¬îŠ ªð‡!' â¡Á ºöƒAò
ð£óFJ¡ åL åšªõ£¼õ˜ è£F½‹ åL‚è†´‹.
à¬ìî£ƒA, ï¬èî£ƒA, ²¬ñî£ƒAî£¡ ªð‡
â¡ø G¬ôî£‡®, ð¬ìî£ƒA ï£†¬ì‚ è£‚è¾‹
¶E‰¶ M†ì£œ ªð‡. ÞQ Ü„êI™¬ô,
Ü„êI™¬ô Ü„êªñ¡ðF™¬ô«ò!
ñ‡E™ M¬î‚èŠð†ì ñQî «ïò‹ Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£«õ£´
Üì‚è‹
ªêŒòŠð†´M†ìî£è‚
è¼î‚Ãì£¶. Ü¶ «ñ½‹ «ñ½‹ ¶O˜M†´
õ÷ó«õ‡´‹. è¼õ¬øJ™ Þ¼‰¶ ÞøƒA
è™ô¬ø¬ò
«ï£‚A
ïì‰¶
ªê™½‹
Éó‹î£¡ ïñ¶ õ£›‚¬è. õ£Q™ Ã®õ¼‹
è¼«ñèƒèÀ‚° àœ«÷, Þîñ£ù
ßóñ£ù
ñ¬öˆ¶O
ñ¬ø‰F¼Šð¶
«ð£ô
ïñ¶
Þîòƒèœ Þó‚èˆî£™ G¬ø‰F¼‚è «õ‡´‹.
Ü‰î Þó‚è‹ ï‹I¬ì«ò Þ¼‰î£™, Hø¬ó
G„êòñ£è
ñQî
«ïòˆ«î£´
ð£˜Š«ð£‹.
Ü´ˆîõ˜
ÜÂðM‚°‹
¶¡ðˆ¬î
ï£«ñ
ÜÂðMŠð¶ «ð£¡ø î¬è¬ñ»œ÷‹ ÜŠ«ð£¶
ï‹Iì‹ °®J¼‚°‹.
º¬÷‚Aø
è£ôˆF™
ò£¼‹
ºèõK
ªðÁõF™¬ô. ñQîK™ HøŠð£™ å¼õ¬óMì
å¼õ˜ àò˜‰îõ˜ Þ™¬ô âQÂ‹, à¬öŠð£™,
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ð², 'ï£¡ õ£¿‹«ð£¶ °ö‰¬îèœ ºî™
ªðKòõ˜õ¬ó ðC«ð£‚è ð£™ î¼A«ø¡. Ýù£™
c ªêˆî Hø°î£¡ à¡ Þ¬ø„C àíõ£Aø¶.
Üîù£™ î£¡ â¡¬ù ï¡° ðó£ñKˆ¶ ªîŒõñ£è
«ð£ŸÁAø£˜èœ'
â¡øî£‹.
Ý‹.
Ü¡¬ù
ªîóê£¾‹ õ£›‰î è£ôˆF™ ð²¬õŠ«ð£¡Á
õ£›‰î£˜èœ. Üîù£™ î£¡ Üõ˜ Þø‰î Hø°‹
ªîŒõñ£è «ð£ŸøŠð´Aø£˜.
ð£Œ‰«î£´‹ ïFèœ â™ô£‹ è¬ìCJ™
èìL™î£¡ êƒèI‚A¡øù. Ýù£™ Ü¬õ
å¼«ð£¶‹ èì¬ô GóŠ¹õF™¬ô. e‡´‹
ð£Œ‰«î£ì
àŸðˆFò£ù
ÞìˆFŸ«è
F¼‹¹A¡øù. Ü¡¹ Ü¡¬ù«ò! c ªêŒî
«ê¬õèœ â™ô£‹ ñ‚èœ èìL™ è¬ó‰¶M†ì¶.
Ýù£™ G¬ø¾ ªðøM™¬ô. e‡´‹ «õ‡´‹
â¡Á ãƒA GŸAø¶. èìL™ èô‰î ïF e‡´‹
àŸðˆFò£õ¶ «ð£™, ñ£‡ì c e‡´‹ õ£ó£«ò£
Þ¡Âªñ£¼ ªîóê£õ£Œ!
(G¬ø¾)

å¼ ï£†®¡ õ£›¾ î£›¾ â™ô‹ Ü‰î ï£†®¡ Þ¬÷ë˜èœ ªðÁ‹ è™M¬ò‚
ªð£Áˆ«î Þ¼‚Aø¶.
& ó£ñA¼wí˜
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â¡ð¬î àí¼‹ è£ô‹ õó«õ‡´‹. ñ‡E™
Þƒ° Hø‰îõ¼‚° ï™ô ñù«î «õ‡´‹
ÞîŸ°. ï™ô ñ£Ÿøƒèœ ñù ñ£Ÿøƒèœ
à¼õ£Aì «õ‡´‹ Þ¡«ø!

æKìˆF™
å¼ð²¾‹,
ð¡P»‹
å¡ø£è
õ£›‰¶ õ‰îù. ð²¬õ ï¡° °OŠð£†®,
bQ «ð£†´ ðó£ñKŠð¬î»‹, î¡¬ù ò£¼‹
è‡´ ªè£œ÷£î¶ °Pˆ¶‹ ð¡P‚° ã‚è‹.
å¼ ï£œ ð¡P ð²Mì‹, 'à¡¬ù ñ†´‹
ï¡° èõQˆ¶‚ ªè£œAø£˜èœ. èì¾÷£è
ñF‚Aø£˜èœ. «ð£ŸÁAø£˜èœ. Ýù£™ â¡¬ù
ò£¼‹ è‡´ ªè£œõF™¬ô. ò£¬óò£õ¶
F†ì «õ‡´ñ£ù£½‹Ãì '«ð£ì£ ð¡P' â¡Á
F†® â¡¬ùˆ ÉŸÁAø£˜èœ. Ü¶ ã¡? ï£¡
â¡ù ð£õ‹ ªêŒ«î¡" âù‚ «è†ì¶. ÜîŸ°Š

ò Þõœ?
£
˜

èM„ªê™õ˜.Þó£. ô£ô£ôüðF

è‡èõ¼‹ M‡µôè ñè«÷£
ñ‡µôA™
Þ¡ðñO‚°‹
èM¡I°‰î õ‡íñJ™ ñè«÷£& åŠH™
èƒ¬è«ò£ °ô ñƒ¬è«ò£& óF
îƒ¬è«ò£ Gô ïƒ¬è«ò£& è£¶‹
è÷è÷‚è °¬öòE‰î ñ£«ù£
èô‚èñPò£
â¡ñùˆ¬î
èô‚Aì õ‰îõœ Þõœ î£«ù£!
MòŠ¹ì«ù ò£¡ Üõ¬÷ «ï£‚Aì
âF˜«ï£‚°‹
õ…Còõœ
MNè÷¶ «ê¬ùò£A î£‚Aì & àì™
«õ˜ˆFì è÷‹ ð£˜ˆFì& âN™
ß˜ˆFì Þ¬ê õ£˜ˆFì & MNò£™
M¬ùªî£´‚°‹ ñ£¶ ð²‰îƒè‹
õ‡è‡í£™
õ¬î‚¬èJ™
Ió†C»Á‹ â¿„CI° ê‰î‹!
ªè£™½A¡ø ªñ¡MNò£¡ ÜP«ò¡

Ü¶ªð‡E¡
è‡ªò¡Á‹
ªè£´¬ñî¬ù Þõ÷£«ô ñÁ«õ¡&õ÷˜
è£ôº‹ Gè› è£ôº‹ & ÜEªêŒ
«è£ôº‹ àò˜ ë£ôº‹ & ªï£®J™
è¼Aì ªêŒ°‹ MNˆFø¡ªðŸ øõ«÷£
èôƒè£¶ àJ˜ ðP‚°‹
è£ôÂ‚° Iè¾‹àŸ øõ«÷£!
è£‡ðõK¡ àJ˜M¿ƒ°‹ õ‡í‹
è†ìöA
ð£˜¬õò¶
è´‹èùM™ è‡MNˆ¶ à‡µ‹&ªè£F
èô«ñ£ âK Gô«ñ£& Y¬î‚
°ô«ñ£ MN ðô«ñ£& âùªò‡E
èNðìó è÷‹è£í™ °¬ø«ò
è¼¬íJô£
¬îòô£Œ
è÷ƒèIô£ àœ÷ñF™ è¬ø«ò!
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ð£ì™ è£õ®„C‰¶
°PŠ¹:: Þ‚èM¬î è£ñˆ¶Šð£™ î¬èòíƒ°Áˆî™
1081, 1082, 83. 84, °ø¬÷„ ê£˜‰î¶
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Þ¡ð‹ õ¼‹«ð£¶ Ü¬îŠðŸP C‰î¬ù ªêŒò£«î. «ð£°‹«ð£¶ C‰Fˆî£™ î‚è
¬õˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷ô£‹.
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*

…ê‹ ..

ì£‚ì˜! âù‚° ð™ Ý´¶!
â‰î ð£†´‚°--?

C

*

*

ÝvðˆFK‚° âŠð® «ð£èµ‹?
«ï£«ò£ìî£¡!

*

î£ˆî£! ÞQ«ñ è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ ð®„ê£ˆî£¡
«õ¬ô A¬ì‚°‹!
ÜŠð ... c ð®„ê£ «õ¬ô A¬ì‚è£î£?

*

«ìŒ! ï£¬÷‚° å¼ ªð‡ ð£˜‚èŠ
«ð£«ø¡! c»‹ õ‰¶M´!
è‡®Šð£! àù‚° å¼ èwì‹ â¡ø£™
ï£¡ ²‹ñ£ Þ¼Š«ðù£?

*

ì£‚ì˜! Fùº‹ å¼ ð„¬ê º†¬ì ê£ŠHì
ªê£¡mƒè! Ýù£™ âƒèœ «è£N ªõœ¬÷
º†¬ì î£¡ «ð£´¶! â¡ù ªêŒò?

*

â¡ Ì†¬ì à¬ìˆ¶ 5 ô†ê‹ ªè£œ¬÷
Ü®ˆ¶ M†ì£˜èœ!
Ì†´‚°œ âŠð®ì£ 5 ô†ê‹ ¬õˆF¼‰î£Œ?

*

ð®„C º®„êŠ¹ø‹ â¡ù ªêŒò«ð£«ø?
¹‚¬è Í®´«õ¡!

*

è£L™ â¡ù è£ò‹?
ªê¼Š¹ è®ˆ¶M†ì¶.
H¡ù Ü¬î IF„ê£ Ü¶ ²‹ñ£ Þ¼‚°ñ£!

*

°O„ê Hø° â¶‚° î¬ô¬ò ¶õ†´«ø£‹?
ªîKòô. °O‚°‹ «ð£«î ¶õ†ì º®ò£«î!

.
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.
.
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K‚èô

Þó‡´ Þ†L¬ò‚Ãì º¿ê£ ê£ŠHì
º®òô ì£‚ì˜ ...?
â ¡ù£¬ô»‹ º¿ê£ Þó‡´ Þ†L ê£ŠHì
º®ò£¶. ¹†´ ¹†´î£¡ ê£ŠHìµ‹!

*

«ìŒ! å¼ 10 ¼ð£Œ Þ¼‰î£ ªè£´.
â¡Qì‹ ²ˆîñ£ Þ™ô.
ðóõ£J™¬ô ªè£´, ï£¡ ²ˆî‹
ð‡E‚A«ø¡!

*

Þ‰î áK™ îƒè i´ A¬ì‚°ñ£..?
A¬ì‚è£¶. Ã¬ói´, æ†´i´, ñ£®i´
î£¡ A¬ì‚°‹!

*

ê˜î£˜: î‹H c â¡ù ð®„C¼‚è ?
¬ðò¡: H.ã.
ê˜î£˜: ÜìŠð£M, ð®„ê«î ªó‡´ â¿ˆ¶.
Ü¬î»‹ î¬ôWö£ ð®„C¼‚«è!

*

Þ‡ì˜M» , «ê™v «ñ«ùü˜: àƒèÀ‚°
ãî£õ¶ MŸð¬ù ÜÂðõ‹ Þ¼‚Aøî£?
æ! G¬øò. â¡ i´, è£˜ ñŸÁ‹ â¡Â¬ìò
ñ¬ùMJ¡
Ü¬ùˆ¶
ï¬èèÀ«ñ
MŸP¼‚A«ø¡!

* ñ¬ùM: ãƒè cƒè÷£õ¶ àƒèœ ï‡ðKì‹
ªê£™ô‚Ãì£î£? Üõ¼‚° ð£˜ˆî ªð‡
ï™ô£«õ Þ™ô!
èíõ¡: ï£¡ ã¡ ªê£™ô «õ‡´‹!
ð£MŠðò™ âù‚° Üõ¡ ªê£¡ù£ù£?.

ñî˜ GÎv õ¼ì ê‰î£ ªê½ˆ¶ƒèœ!

è¬î,è†´¬ó,èM¬îèœ
õó«õŸèŠð´A¡øù

• êºî£ò ñ£ŸøˆFŸè£ù ñ£î Þî›!
• Þô£ð «ï£‚èñŸø ñ‚èœ «ê¬õ!
• Ü˜ˆîºœ÷ è†´¬óèœ!
• Ü¬ùˆ¶‹ ÜŸ¹î‹! Þ¬í‰F´i˜ âƒèÀì¡!

ªê½ˆ¶i˜ õ¼ì ê‰î£ Ï.200/-&

ÜÂŠð«õ‡®ò ºèõK:
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àƒèÀ‚ªè¡Á â¡ù àK¬ñ «õ‡´Al˜è«÷£ Ü¬î«ò Hø¼‚° ÜO»ƒèœ.
& ê£‚ó¯v
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¼„CJ™
àœ÷
gTù™
â¡pmòKƒ
è£«ôT™ (îŸ«ð£¶ â¡.ü.®) ªñ‚è£Q‚è™
â¡pQòKƒ ð®ˆ¶ º®ˆî¾ì¡ ÜªñK‚è£M™
àœ÷
Þ™Lù£Œv
ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆF™
GÎ‚Oò˜
â¡pmòKƒ
ð®ˆ¶M†´,
Ü«î
ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆF™ Ýó£Œ„C ªêŒ¶ ì£‚ì˜
ð†ìº‹ ªðŸø£˜ ÿî˜.
IèŠªðKò ¹ˆFê£Lò£è Þ¼‰î Þõ¬ó
ï£ê£
Ü¬ñŠ¹
àìù®ò£è
«õ¬ô‚°
â´ˆ¶‚ªè£‡ì¶.
ÜK«ê£ù£
ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆF™
àœ÷
v«ðv ªì‚ù£ôpv ªôð£ó†KJ¡ Þò‚°ïó£è
Üõ¬ó GòIˆî¶.
ªêšõ£Œ‚ AóèˆF™ ñQî¡ õ£ö º®»ñ£?
ÜîŸ°ˆ «î¬õò£ù ê£ˆFò‚ÃÁè¬÷‚ è‡´
H®Šð¶ âŠð®? â¡ð¶ ðŸP Ýó£Œ„C ªêŒõ«î
ÿîK¡ «õ¬ô. º‚Aòñ£è ªêšõ£Œ AóèˆF™
ñQî¡ ²õ£C‚èˆ «î¬õò£ù Ý‚Cü¬ù
îò£˜ ªêŒò º®»ñ£ â¡Aø Ýó£Œ„C¬ò
«ñŸªè£‡ì£˜. Þ‰î Ýó£Œ„CJ™ IèŠªðKò
ªõŸP»‹ ªðŸø£˜.
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Ýù£™ ÜªñK‚è Üóê£ƒè«ñ£ F¯ªóù
Ü‰î Ýó£Œ„Cè¬÷ æóƒè†®M†ì¶. â¡ø£½‹
î£¡ èwìŠð†´ è‡´H®ˆî Mûòˆ¬î ÿî˜
ÜŠð®«ò M†´ MìM™¬ô. Ü‰î Ýó£Œ„C¬ò
ÜŠð®«ò Kõ˜R™ ªêŒ¶ ð£˜ˆî£˜ ÿî˜.
Üî£õ¶,
ã«î£
å¡PL¼‰¶
Ý‚Rü¬ù
à¼õ£‚A
ªõO«ò
â´ŠðîŸ°Š
ðFô£è
Ü¬î å¼ Þò‰FóˆFŸ°œ ÜÂŠH, Üî«ù£´
ÞòŸ¬èò£è‚ A¬ì‚°‹ âKê‚F¬ò «ê˜ˆî£™
â¡ù ïì‚Aø¶ â¡Á Ýó£Œ‰¶ ð£˜ˆî£˜. Üì
â¡ù Ý„êKò‹! I¡ê£ó‹ îò£ó£A ªõO«ò
õ‰î¶.
ÞQ Üõóõ˜èœ Üõóõ¼‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù
I¡ê£óˆ¬î Þ‰î Þò‰Fó‹ Íô‹ îò£˜
ªêŒ¶ ªè£œ÷ô£‹ â¡Aø G¬ô¬ò ÿî˜
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¹
Š
®
H
´
è‡
à¼õ£‚A
Þ¼‚Aø£˜.
î£¡
è‡´H®ˆî
Þ‰îˆ
ªî£N™¸†ðˆ¬î
ÜªñK‚è£M™
ªêŒ¶ è£†®ò«ð£¶ Üˆî¬ù M…ë£QèÀ‹
ÜFêJˆ¶Š «ð£ù£˜èœ. Ýù£™ Þ‰î ¹Fò
ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬îŠ ðò¡ð´ˆF, õ˜ˆîè gFJ™
I¡ê£ó‹ îò£K‚è «õ‡´ªñQ™ ÜîŸè£ù
Þò‰Fóƒè¬÷ à¼õ£‚è «õ‡´‹. ÞîŸ°Š
ªðKò Ü÷M™ ðí‹ «õ‡´‹.
ÞŠð®Šð†ì ªî£N™¸†ðˆ¬î à¼õ£‚°‹
Hvªùv H÷£¡èÀ‚° ªõ¡„ê˜ «èŠH†ì™
GÁõùƒèœî£¡ ðíˆ¬î ºîh´ ªêŒ»‹.
ÿî¼‚°‹ ÜŠð® å¼õ˜ A¬ìˆî£˜.
Üõ˜
ªðò˜
ü£¡
Çò˜.
CL‚è¡
ðœ÷ˆî£‚A™ Hóðôñ£è Þ¼‚°‹ IèŠ ªðKò
ªõ¡„ê˜
«èŠH†ì™
GÁõùñ£ù
Akù£
ªð£‚A¡¬ú «ê˜‰îõ˜ Þ‰î ü£¡ Çò˜.
ÜªñK‚è£M™ IèŠ ªð¼‹ ªõŸP è‡ì
ªï†v«èŠ, Ü«ñê£¡, Ã°œ «ð£¡ø GÁõùƒèœ
Þ¡Á Hó‹ñ£‡ìñ£è õ÷˜‰¶ GŸè‚ è£óí‹,
ü£¡ Çò˜ Ýó‹ðˆF™ «ð£†ì ºîh´î£¡. Ã°œ
GÁõùˆ¬î Ýó‹H‚è ü£¡ Çò˜ ªî£ì‚èˆF™
«ð£†ì ºîh´ ªõÁ‹ 25 I™Lò¡ ì£ô˜î£¡.
Ýù£™, ÿîK¡ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬î õ˜ˆîè
gFò™ ªêò™ð´ˆî ü£¡Çò˜ «ð£†ì ºîh´ 100
I™Lò¡ ì£ô˜.
Þ¶
IèŠªð¼‹
ªî£¬è,
â¡ø£½‹
¶E‰¶ ºîh´ ªêŒî£˜ ü£¡. è£óí‹, ÿî˜
è‡´H®ˆî ªî£N™ ¸†ð‹ ²ŸÁ„Åö½‚°
àè‰î¶. ªð£¶õ£è I¡ àŸðˆF ªêŒ»‹«ð£¶
²ŸÁ„ Åö™ Hó„ê¬ùèœ G¬øò«õ â¿‹.
Ü¶ c˜ I¡ àŸðˆFò£è Þ¼‰î£½‹ êK,
Üù™ I¡ àŸðˆFò£è Þ¼‰î£½‹ êK. âù«õ
²ŸÁ„ Åö½‚° â‰î õ¬èJ½‹ ðƒè‹ õó£î
I¡ àŸðˆFˆ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¶‚° IèŠ ªKò
õó«õŸ¹ Þ¼‚°‹ â¡Á G¬ùˆî£˜ Üõ˜. îMó,
ÿîK¡ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬î‚ ªè£‡´ °¬øõ£ù

ðNõ£ƒAù£™, âFK‚° Gèó£«õ£‹. Üô†Cò‹ ªêŒî£™ âFK¬ò Mì
àò˜‰îõ˜è÷£«õ£‹.
& î£ñv ¹™ô˜
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²ñ£˜
10
ºî™
12
Ü®
àòóºœ÷ Þ¼‹¹Š ªð†®î£¡ ÿî˜
à¼õ£‚A»œ÷ Þò‰Fó‹. ÞîŸ°
àœ«÷ Ý‚Rü¬ù»‹, ÞòŸ¬è
âKõ£»¬õ»‹ ªê½ˆFù£™ Ü´ˆî
GIì‹
àƒèÀ‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù
I¡ê£ó‹ îò£˜.
ÞòŸ¬è âKõ£»¾‚°Š ðFô£è
ñ£†´„ê£í õ£»¬õ»‹ ªê½ˆîô£‹. Ü™ô¶
ÅKò åO¬ò‚ Ãì ðò¡ð´ˆîô£‹. Þ‰î
ð£‚vè¬÷
è†ììˆ¶‚°œÀ‹
¬õˆ¶‚
ªè£œ÷ô£‹.
ªõ†ì
ªõOJ½‹
¬õˆ¶‚
ªè£œ÷ô£‹ â¡ð¶ CøŠð£ù Mûò‹.
àôè‹ º¿‚è 2.5 H™Lò¡ ñ‚èœ
I¡
Þ¬íŠ¹Š
ªðø£ñ™
Þ¼‚Aø£˜èœ.
ÝŠHK‚è£M™ ã«î£ å¼ è£†®™ Þ¼‚°‹
Aó£ñ ñ‚èÀ‚° I¡ê£ó‹ ªè£´ˆî£™, Üîù£™
Üóê£ƒèˆ¶‚° â‰î ô£ðº‹ Þ™¬ô â¡ðî£™
Üõ˜èœ I¡ Þ¬íŠ¹‚ ªè£´ŠðF™¬ô.
Aó£ñˆ¬î M†´ õ‰î£™ ñ†´«ñ ªð£¼÷£î£ó
gFJ™ º¡«ùø º®»‹ â¡Aø G¬ô Ü‰î
Aó£ñ ñ‚èÀ‚°. Ýù£™ Þ‰î 'ŠÀ‹ ð£‚v'
ñ†´‹ Þ¼‰î£™ àôèˆF™ â‰î Í¬ôJ½‹
I¡ê£ó‹ îò£˜ ªêŒòô£‹" â¡Aø£˜ ÿî˜.
å¼ 'ŠÀ‹ ð£‚v' àƒèOì‹ Þ¼‰î£™
Þó‡´ i´èÀ‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù I¡ê£ó‹
A¬ìˆ¶M´‹. Þ«î ð£‚v Þ‰Fò£M™ Þ¼‰î£™
ï£¡° ºî™ ÝÁ i´èÀ‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù
I¡ê£ó‹ A¬ìˆ¶M´‹.
ÜªñK‚è£M™ i´èO™ ÜFè I¡ê£ó‹
ðò¡ð´ˆîŠð´õ«î Üƒ° i´èO¡ â‡E‚¬è
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°¬øõ£è Þ¼Šð¶î£¡ è£óí‹. Þ¡¬øò
«îFJ™ ÜªñK‚è£M¡ 20 ªðKò GÁõùƒèœ
ÿîK¡ ªî£N™¸†ðˆ¬î ðò¡ð´ˆF I¡ê£ó‹
îò£˜ ªêŒA¡øù.
Ã°œ GÁõù‹î£¡ ºî¡ ºîô£è Þ‰îˆ
ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬î õ£ƒ°õîŸè£ù è£¡†ó£‚®™
¬èªò¿ˆF†ì¶. 'ŠÀ‹ ð£‚v' Íô‹ Ã°œ
àŸðˆF ªêŒ»‹ 400 A«ô£ õ£† I¡ê£óº‹
Üî¡ å¼ HK¾‚«è êKò£èŠ «ð£Aø¶.
õ£™ ñ£˜† GÁõùº‹ 400 A«ô£
õ£† I¡ê£ó‹ îò£K‚°‹ ð£‚¬ú
õ£ƒA Þ¼‚Aø¶. ÞŠ«ð£¶ Fedex,
E bay, «è£‚è£ «è£ô£, Ü«ì£Š
Cvì‹,
ê£¡
Hó£¡Cv«è£
ã˜«ð£˜† «ð£¡ø ðô GÁõùƒèÀ‹
Þ‰î ¹Fò ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬îŠ
ðò¡ð´ˆF
I¡ê£ó‹
îò£˜
ªêŒA¡øù.
100
A«ô£
õ£†
I¡ê£ó‹
îò£˜ ªêŒ»‹ å¼ ð£‚R¡ M¬ô 7 ºî™ 8
ô†ê‹ ì£ô˜! Üì, Üšõ÷¾ ðí‹ ªè£´ˆ¶
õ£ƒè«õ‡´ñ£? âù cƒèœ G¬ù‚èô£‹.
Ýù£™ Þ‰îˆ ªî£N™ ¸†ðˆ¬îŠ ðò¡ð´ˆ¶‹
Ebay GÁõù‹ èì‰î Ý‡´ ÿîKìI¼‰¶ ä‰¶
ð£‚vè¬÷ õ£ƒAò¶. îù‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù 500
A«ô£ õ£† I¡ê£óˆ¬î Þ‰î ð£‚R¡ Íô«ñ
îò£˜ ªêŒ¶M´Aø¶. Þ‰î ð£‚vè¬÷ õ£ƒAò
å¡ð«î ñ£îˆ¶‚°œ 1 ô†ê‹ ì£ô˜ õ¬ó
I¡è†ìíˆ¬î «êIˆF¼‚Aøî£‹.Ebay.
Þ¡Â‹ ä‰¶ ºî™ ðˆ¶ Ý‡´èO™
ÜªñK‚è£M¡ ðô i´èO™ Þ‰î 'ŠÀ‹ ð£‚v'
Þ¼‚°‹. ê£î£óí ñQî˜èÀ‹ Þ‰î ð£‚¬ú
õ£ƒA ðò¡ð´ˆ¶Aø Ü÷¾‚° Üî¡ M¬ô
3,000 ì£ô¼‚°œ Þ¼‚°‹ â¡Aø£˜ ÿî˜. Ü‰î
Ü÷¾‚° M¬ô °¬ø»ñ£ â¡Á «è†ì£™, å¼
è£ôˆF™ ô†êˆF™ MŸø è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ Þ¡Á
ÝJóƒèÀ‚°œ
A¬ì‚Aø«î
â¡Aø£˜èœ
ÿîK¡ Ýîóõ£÷˜èœ.
ÿîK¡ Þ‰î ªî£N™ ¸†ð‹ âF˜è£ôˆF™
Güñ£°‹ ð†êˆF™ àôè‹ º¿‚è ñ‚èœ ÞõK¡
ªðò¬ó à„êKŠð£˜èœ â¡ðF™ ê‰«îèI™¬ô.
ïñ¶ ñˆFò ñ£Gô Üó²èœ Þõ¼¬ìò ªî£N™
¸†ð ÜPMò¬ô ðò¡ð´ˆ¶ñ£?

«î£™M»‹ ÞöŠ¹‹ ÜP¾‚ ªè£œºî™èœ. Ü¬î ¬õˆ¶ˆî£¡ ÜÂðõ ð£¬î¬ò„
ªêŠðQì º®»‹.
& ²õ£I C¡Iò£ù‰î£
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ªêôM™ I¡ê£ó‹ îò£˜ ªêŒò º®»‹. Þ‰î
ð£‚RL¼‰¶ à¼õ£°‹ I¡ê£ó‹ °¬ø‰î
ÉóˆF«ô«ò ðò¡ð´õî£™ I¡ ÞöŠ¹ â¡Aø
«ð„²‚«è ÞìI™¬ô. Þ¶ ñ£FK ðô ï™ô
Mûòƒèœ ÿîK¡ è‡´H®ŠH™ Þ¼Šð¬î
àí˜‰îî£™ Üõ˜ Üšõ÷¾ ªðKò ªî£¬è¬ò
ºîh´ ªêŒî£˜. ï™ô «õ¬÷ò£è, ü£¡ ÇòK¡
âF˜ð£˜Š¹ ªð£Œ‚èM™¬ô. A†ìˆî†ì â†´
Ý‡´èœ èwìŠð†´ ðô¼‹ à¬öˆîî¡
M¬÷¾ Þ¡Á 'ŠÀ‹ ð£‚v' â¡Aø
I¡ê£ó‹ îò£K‚°‹ ð£‚v îò£˜
ªêŒ¶œ÷£˜.
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õ£›‰¶ è£†®òõ˜èœ

ªðKò£˜ ß.ªõ.ó£ñê£I
K.ê‰Fó«êèó¡

ê

Íè Y˜F¼ˆîˆFŸè£è¾‹, Íìï‹H‚¬èè¬÷
ñ‚èOìI¼‰¶
è¬÷õîŸè£è¾‹,
ê£F
«õŸÁ¬ñè¬÷ ÜèŸÁõîŸè£è¾‹ «ð£ó£®ò
ð°ˆîPõ£÷˜,
êÍè
Y˜F¼ˆîˆF¡
î‰¬î â¡Á «ð£ŸøŠð†ì ªðKò£˜ â¡Á
Ü¬ö‚èŠð†ì
ß.ªõ.ó£ñê£I
Ýõ£˜.
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1879 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ªêŠì‹ð˜ 17& Ý‹ «îF,
ªõƒèìŠð
ï£ò‚è˜,
C¡ùˆî£J
Ü‹ñ£œ
ÝA«ò£¼‚° ñèù£è, ß«ó£†®™ Hø‰î£˜.
ß«ó£´ ªõƒèìŠð ó£ñê£I âùŠð´‹ ß.ªõ.
ó£ñê£IJ¡
°´‹ð‹
Iè¾‹
õêFò£ù¶.
Þ¼‰¶‹ ä‰î£‹ õ°Š¹õ¬ó ñ†´«ñ è™M
èŸø£˜. Þ÷‹ õòF«ô«ò ð®Š¹‚° º¿‚°
«ð£†´M†´, î‰¬îJ¡ õEèˆF™ àîMò£è
Þ¼‰î£˜.
õêF,
õ£ŒŠ¹è¬÷
ÜÂðM‚è
ñùI™ô£ñ™, CÁõòFL¼‰«î Üõ¼¬ìò ñù¶
êñˆ¶õ‹, êñcF «ð£¡ø êºî£òŠ ðEèO™
ï£†ì‹ ªè£‡ì¶. î‰¬îJ¡ ªê£Ÿð®, 12
õòFL¼‰¶
¬õíõŠ
ð‡®î˜
å¼õK¡
ÜP¾¬óè¬÷‚ «è†´õ‰î£˜. ÜŠ«ð£«î, ¹ó£í,

Þô‚AòƒèO™ â¿‰î ê‰«îèƒè¬÷Š ðŸP
¶´‚°ì¡ ÜšõŠ«ð£¶ «èœM â¿ŠHù£˜.
Ü¡Á
â¿‰î
è¼ˆ¶
«õŸÁ¬ñè«÷
HŸè£ôˆF™
Üõ˜,
ê£F‚ªè£´¬ñ,

ªð£¡ªñ£N

Íìï‹H‚¬è,
è‡´
ñù‹
ªõ°‡ªìö‚

b‡ì£¬ñ
«ð£¡øõŸ¬ø‚
¹¿ƒA
ÜõŸPŸªèFó£è
è£óíñ£Jù
âùô£‹.

ß.ªõ.ó£M¡ 19&õ¶ õòF™ Üõ¼‚°ˆ F¼ñí‹
ªêŒò ªðŸ«ø£˜è÷£™ G„êJˆî õ‡í‹,
CÁõò¶ ºî™ «ïCˆî 13 õò¶ ï£è‹¬ñò£¬ó
ñí‰¶ªè£‡ì£˜.
ï£è‹¬ñò£˜
îù¶
èíõK¡ ¹ó†Cèóñ£ù ªêò™èÀ‚°ˆ î¡¬ù
º¿õ¶ñ£è Ü˜ŠðEˆ¶‚ªè£‡ì£˜. Þ¼õ¼‹

Þ¬í‰«î ðô «ð£ó£†ìƒèO™ ß´ðìô£ù£˜èœ.
F¼ñíƒè¬÷ ïìˆF ¬õˆî£˜. Ü¬ùˆ¶
êñò, ê£FJù¼ìÂ‹ «ê˜‰¶ M¼‰¶‡ì£˜.
Þîù£™ Þõ¼‚°‹ Üõ¼¬ìò î‰¬îò£¼‚°‹
ñù‚èêŠ¹ ãŸð†ì¶. Þõ¼¬ìò ð°ˆîP¾
ªêò™è¬÷ ãŸèº®ò£î î‰¬îJ¡ è‡ìùˆî£™
¶ø¾ Ì‡´ è£C‚° ªê¡ø£˜. è£CJ™ Üõ¼‚°
ïì‰î Gè›¾, ÜõK¡ âF˜è£ôŠ ¹ó†Cèó
C‰î¬ù‚° MˆF†ì¶ âùô£‹. àò˜ê£FJùK¡
b‡ì£¬ñ‚ ªè£´¬ñ¬ò‚ è‡´ ªõ¶‹Hù£˜.
Ü«î«ð£™, ¹Qîñ£ù è£CJ¡, èƒ¬è ïFJ™
Híƒèœ IîŠð¬î»‹, Þ¬ø õNð£†®½‹
ê£F
«õŸÁ¬ñ
î¬ôMKˆî£´õ¬î»‹
è‡´ªõÁˆî
ß.ªõ.ó£
Ü¡PL¼‰¶
î¡¬ù Þ¬øñÁŠð£÷ó£è (ï£ˆFèõ£Fò£è)
ñ£ŸP‚ªè£‡ì£˜.
ÝˆFèõ£Fò£è

Gè›è£ôˆF™ èõù‹ â´ˆ¶‚ªè£œ. âF˜è£ô‹ î¡¬ùˆî£«ù èõQˆ¶‚ªè£œÀ‹.
& ê£º«õ™ ü£¡ê¡
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1922 Ý‹ Ý‡´, F¼ŠÌK™ ï¬ìªðŸø îI›ï£´
è£ƒAóv Ã†ìˆF™, W›ê£F, «ñ™ê£F â¡ø
«ðîI™ô£ñ™, â™«ô£¼‹ â™ô£ «è£M™èO½‹
¸¬öò ÜÂñF‚è«õ‡´‹ â¡ø «è£K‚¬è¬ò
º¡¬õˆî£˜.
Þî¬ù
è†CJL¼‰î
Cô
àò˜ê£FJù˜
âF˜ˆî£½‹,
î¡Â¬ìò
ªè£œ¬èJ™ àÁFò£è Þ¼‰î£˜ ß.ªõ.ó£.
Ü´ˆî´ˆ¶ ÞîŸè£è «ð£ó£†ìƒè¬÷ º¡Q¡Á
ïìˆFù£˜. «èó÷ ñ£Gô‹ ¬õ‚è‹ â¡Â‹ áK™
ÜKêù ñ‚èÀ‹, ßöõ˜èÀ‹ «è£M™ Þ¼‚°‹
iFèO™ ïì‚è¾‹, «è£M½‚°œ ¸¬öò¾‹
î¬ìMF‚èŠð†®¼‰î¶.
Þî¬ù
âF˜ˆ¶,
1924 Ý‹ Ý‡´ è£‰Fò õNJ™ ï¬ìªðŸø
ÜøŠ«ð£ó£†ìˆF™ ï£ªìƒ°‹ àœ÷ è£ƒAóv
î¬ôõ˜èÀ‹, ªî£‡ì˜èÀ‹ èô‰¶ªè£‡ìù˜.
îIöèˆF¡ ê£˜ð£è ªðKò£˜ èô‰¶ªè£‡ì£˜.
ÞŠ«ð£ó£†ìˆF™, ªðKò£¼‹, ï£è‹¬ñò£¼‹
¬è¶ªêŒòŠð†´ C¬øJ™ Ü¬ì‚èŠð†ìù˜.
ïiù
Þ‰Fò£M¡ õóô£ŸP™ Ü¶«õ ºî™
êÍèŠ
«ð£ó£†ìñ£è
õ˜E‚èŠð´Aø¶.
ÞŠ«ð£ó£†ìˆF¡
ðôù£è,
îLˆ¶èÀ‹,
ßöõ˜èÀ‹
«è£M™
iFèO™
ïì‚è¾‹,
«è£M½‚°œ ¸¬öò¾‹ MF‚èŠð†®¼‰î î¬ì
c‚èŠð†ì¶. Þ‰îŠ «ð£ó£†ìˆFŸ°Š Hø°
ªðKò£˜ "¬õ‚è‹ ió˜" â¡Á Ü¬ö‚èŠð†ì£˜.
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b‡ì£¬ñ¬ò
åN‚è,
è†C‚°œÀ‹
HŸð´ˆîŠð†«ì£¼‚°
Þìå¶‚W´
ªêŒ»‹
º¬ø¬ò
ÜPºè‹
ªêŒò«õ‡´‹
â¡Á
õL»ÁˆFù£˜. Þõ¼¬ìò «è£K‚¬è è£‰Fò®èœ
à†ðì ðôó£™ ãŸèŠðì£îî£™, 1925 Ý‹ Ý‡´
è£ƒAóCL¼‰¶ ªõO«òPù£˜. Ü«î Ý‡´
"²òñKò£¬î
Þò‚èˆ¬îˆ"
ªî£ìƒAù£˜.
º¡«ùŸøˆFŸ°ˆ
î¬ì‚è™ô£è
Þ¼‚°‹
Íìï‹H‚¬èèœ,
ðö‚è
õö‚èƒèœ
ÝAòõŸ¬øˆ É‚A âP»ñ£Á îIö˜èÀ‚°

«è£K‚¬è
M´ˆî£˜.
êìƒ°èœ
Þ™ô£î
²òñKò£¬îˆ F¼ñí‹ ªêŒ¶ªè£œÀñ£Á‹,
ªð‡èÀ‚° â™ô£ˆ ¶¬øèO½‹ êñ àK¬ñ
õöƒèŠðì «õ‡´‹ â¡Á‹ õL»ÁˆFù£˜. ê£F
«õŸÁ¬ñ ð£ó£ñ™ F¼ñí‹ ªêŒ¶ ªè£œ÷¾‹,
Mî¬õèœ
ñÁñí‹
ªêŒ¶ªè£œ÷¾‹
á‚è Í†®ù£˜. «è£M™èO™ H¡ðŸøŠð†ì
«îõî£Cèœ º¬ø¬ò ê†ìÌ˜õñ£è åN‚è Ýîó¾
Fó†®ù£˜. °ö‰¬îèœ F¼ñíˆ¬î õ¡¬ñò£è
è‡®ˆî£˜. Üõ¼¬ìò ªî£ì˜ ºòŸCò£™,
1928 Ý‹ Ý‡´, Üóê£ƒè «õ¬ôèO™
HŸð´ˆîŠð†«ì£¼‚°
Þìå¶‚W´
ªêŒ»‹
º¬ø¬ò ªê¡¬ù Üóê£ƒè‹ ÜPºè‹ ªêŒî¶.
1937 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ªê¡¬ù ñ£GôˆF™ Ý†C‚°
õ‰î è£ƒAóv è†CJ¡ ºîô¬ñ„ê˜ ó£ü£T,
àò˜G¬ôŠðœOèO™
U‰F
ªñ£N¬ò‚
è†ì£òñ£‚Aù£˜.
Üî¬ù
õ¡¬ñò£è
âF˜ˆî ß.ªõ.ó£ 1938 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ñ£ªð¼‹
Ý˜Šð£†ìˆ¬î ïìˆF C¬øªê¡ø£˜. ß.ªõ.ó£
C¬øJ™ Þ¼‰î«ð£¶, ªê¡¬ùJ™ ï¬ìªðŸø

õ£›‚¬èJ™ ªõŸP ªðø «õ‡´ñ£ù£™ ï™ô ï‡ð˜èœ «î¬õ. õ£›ï£œ
º¿õ¶‹ ªõŸP ªðø «õ‡´ñ£ù£™ å¼ âFKò£õ¶ «î¬õ.- & A.P.J ÜŠ¶™èô£‹
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ñè£ˆñ£ è£‰FJ¡ ªè£œ¬èè÷£™ èõóŠð†ì
ß.ªõ.ó£, 1919 Ý‹ Ý‡´, 40 õòî£ù«ð£¶,
ñO¬è Mò£ð£ó‹ à†ðì õ¼ñ£ù‹ î‰î Üˆî¬ù
ªî£N™è¬÷»‹ M†´M†´, êÍèŠðEèO™
ß´ð´õîŸè£è,
Þ‰Fò
«îCò
è£ƒAóC™
Þ¬í‰î£˜. è£‰Fò®èO¡ ªè£œ¬èè¬÷Š
H¡ðŸPò¶
ñ†´ñ™ô£ñ™
Hø¼‚°‹
â´ˆ¶‚ÃPù£˜.
ªõOï£†´ˆ
¶Eè¬÷
MŸð¬ù ªêŒ»‹ õEè˜èÀ‚° âFó£è ñPò™
«ð£ó£†ìƒè¬÷»‹ ïìˆFù£˜. 1921 Ý‹ Ý‡´
èœÀ‚è¬ìè¬÷ Íì õL»ÁˆF «ð£ó£†ìˆF™
ß´ð†ì Üõ˜, î¡Â¬ìò «î£†ìˆFL¼‰î
500 ‚°‹ «ñŸð†ì ªî¡¬ù ñóƒè¬÷ ªõ†®
ê£Œˆî£˜. èœÀ‚è¬ì ñPò™ «ð£ó£†ìˆF™
¬è¶ ªêŒòŠð†´ C¬øî‡ì¬ù ªðŸø£˜.
1921&1922&™ åˆ¶¬öò£¬ñ Þò‚èˆF½‹, Iîñ£è
ñ¶°®ˆî™ ê†ìˆ¬î âF˜ˆ¶‹ ñPòL™ ß´ð†´
¬èî£ù£˜. 1922&™ ªê¡¬ù ñ£è£í è£ƒAóv
è†Cˆ
î¬ôõó£èˆ
«î˜‰ªî´‚èŠð†ì£˜.

ªð‡èœ
ñ£ï£´
å¡P™
ß.ªõ.ó£¬õ
ÞQ«ñ™
ªðKò£˜ â¡Á Ü¬ö‚è«õ‡´‹
â¡Á
º®ªõ´‚èŠð†ì¶.
Ü¡PL¼‰¶î£¡
ß.ªõ.ó£MŸ° ªðKò£˜ â¡ø ªðò˜ G¬ôˆî¶.
1916 Ý‹ Ý‡´ Hó£ñí˜èO¡ ÝF‚èˆFŸ°
âFó£èˆ
ªî£ìƒèŠð†ì
ªî¡Q‰Fò
ïô
àK¬ñ„ êƒè‹ â¡ø ÜóCò™ è†C, "cF‚ è†C"
â¡Á ªðò˜ ñ£P ÜîŸ° ê˜.ã.¯.ð¡m˜ªê™õ‹
î¬ôõó£è Þ¼‰î£˜. °ô‚è™M F†ìˆ¬î
âF˜ˆ¶ C¬øªê¡Á ªõO«ò õ‰î ªðKò£˜,
1938 Ý‹ Ý‡´ cFè†CJ¡ î¬ôõó£èŠ
ªð£ÁŠ«ðŸø£˜. Üõó¶ î¬ô¬ñJ™ cF‚è†C
ªð¼‹ õ÷˜„C ªðŸø¶. èöè àÁŠHù˜èœ
îƒèœ
ªðòKL¼‰¶
°ôŠªðò˜è¬÷»‹,
ê£FŠªðò˜è¬÷»‹
c‚AMì
«õ‡´ªñ¡Á
«è†´‚ªè£‡ì£˜. ÜîŸ° º¡«ù£®ò£è î¡
ªðòKL¼‰î ï£ò‚è˜ â¡ø ê£FŠ ªðò¬ó»‹
c‚A‚ªè£‡ì£˜. ²î‰Fó Fó£Mìï£´ «õ‡´‹
â¡ø
«ð£ó£†ìˆF™
ÞøƒAù£˜
ªðKò£˜.
Ü«î«ïó‹
Þ‰F
âF˜Š¹‚
«ð£ó£†ìº‹
ªî£ì˜‰î¶. ÞÁFJ™, 1940 Ý‹ Ý‡´ üùõK
21 Ý‹ «îF è†ì£ò Þ‰Fªñ£N‚ ªè£œ¬è¬ò
¬èM†ì¶ ªê¡¬ù G˜õ£è‹. 1944 Ý‹ Ý‡´
«êôˆF™ ï¬ìªðŸø Ã†ìˆF™, è†CJ¡ ªðò¬ó
Fó£Mì˜ èöè‹ â¡Á ñ£ŸPù£˜ ªðKò£˜.
1933 Ý‹ Ý‡´ îù¶ ñ¬ùM ï£è‹¬ñò£˜
ñ¬ø‰î¾ì¡ ñÁñí‹ ªêŒ¶ªè£œ÷£ñ™ êÍè
«ê¬õJ«ô«ò î¡ è£ôˆ¬î æ†®õ‰î£˜. 1948
Ý‹ Ý‡´, î¡Â¬ìò 70&õ¶ õòF™, îù‚°
àîM‚è£è î¡¬ùMì 40 õò¶ Þ¬÷òõó£è
Þ¼‰î
ñEò‹¬ñ¬ò
ñí‰¶ªè£‡ì£˜.
Þ‰îˆ F¼ñí‹ è£óíñ£è ãŸð†ì è¼ˆ¶
«õÁð£†ì£™
Fó£Mì˜
èöèˆFL¼‰¶
ÜPë˜ Ü‡í£ MôA Üõ˜ î¬ô¬ñJ™
Fó£Mì
º¡«ùŸø‚
èöè‹
à¼õ£ù¶.

Þ‰î
°ô‚è™Mˆ
F†ìˆ¬î
GÁˆFù£˜.
è£ñó£ü¼‚°Š Hø° õ‰î Fºè Ý†CJ½‹,
ñ‚èÀ‚è£ù
î¡Â¬ìò
«ð£ó£†ìƒè¬÷
ªðKò£˜ ¬èMìM™¬ô. 1973 Ý‹ Ý‡´,
«è£M™èO™ àœ÷ è¼õ¬øèÀ‚°œ ê£F
«õÁð£®¡P
â‰î
ê£F¬ò„
«ê˜‰îõ¼‹
ÜÂñF‚èŠðì«õ‡´‹ â¡Á «è£K, è¼õ¬ø
¸¬ö¾Š «ð£ó£†ìˆ¬î ïìˆFù£˜ ªðKò£˜.
ñ‚èÀ‚°œ
²òñKò£¬î,
êñˆ¶õ‹,
ê«è£îóˆ¶õ‹
æƒA
õ÷ó«õ‡´‹
â¡Á
è¬ìCõ¬ó
«ð£ó£®ò
ªðKò£K¡
è¬ìC‚
Ã†ì‹, 1973 ïõ‹ð˜ 19Ý‹ «îF, ªê¡¬ù
Fò£èó£ò ïèK™ ï¬ìªðŸø¶. Ü‚Ã†ìˆF™,
ê£Fº¬ø¬ò»‹, ÞN¾G¬ô¬ò»‹ åNˆ¶‚è†ì
Fó£Mì˜èœ
Ü¬ùõ¼‹
å¼ƒA¬í‰¶
ð£´ðì«õ‡´‹ â¡Á ºö‚èI†´ î¡Â¬ìò
è¬ìC
à¬ó¬ò
º®ˆ¶‚ªè£‡ì£˜.
î£›ˆîŠð†«ì£¼‚°
êñcF
A¬ì‚è
«õ‡´ªñ¡Á î¡ è¬ìC Í„²õ¬ó «ð£ó£®,
²òñKò£¬î
àí˜¬õ
M¬îˆî
î‰¬î
ªðKò£˜ 1973 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ®ê‹ð˜ 24 Ý‹
«îF îñ¶ 94 Ý‹ õòF™ è£ôñ£ù£˜.
1879&™
Hø‰¶
1973&™
ñ¬ø‰î
ªðKò£˜,
î‹ õ£›ï£O™ 8600 ï£œ, 13,12,000 A«ô£
e†ì˜
ªî£¬ô¾
ðòí‹
ªêŒ¶,
10,700
Ã†ìƒèO™, 21,400 ñE«ïó‹ ñ‚èÀ‚è£è
à¬óò£ŸP
êºî£òˆ
ªî£‡ì£ŸPù£˜.
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1952 Ý‹ Ý‡´ Þó‡ì£õ¶ º¬øò£è ªê¡¬ù
ñ£GôˆF¡
ºîô¬ñ„êó£è
õ‰î
ó£ü£T
ªè£‡´õ‰î °ô‚è™Mˆ F†ìˆ¬î ªðKò£˜
bMóñ£è âF˜ˆî£˜. Þõ¼¬ìò «ð£ó£†ì‹ ñ‚èœ
«ð£ó£†ìñ£è ñ£Pòî£™ ó£ü£T ºîô¬ñ„ê˜
ªð£ÁŠHL¼‰¶ Môè«õ‡®ò G¬ô ãŸð†ì¶.
Ü´ˆ¶
ºîô¬ñ„êó£è
õ‰î
è£ñó£ü˜
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«î£™M à¡¬ù ¶óˆ¶Aø¶ â¡ø£™ ªõŸP¬ò c ªï¼ƒ°Aø£Œ â¡Á
Ü˜ˆî‹.
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Íìï‹H‚¬èè¬÷
ð°ˆîPò£ñ™
H¡ðŸPò
î£«ô«ò
à¬öŠð£O
Ü®¬ñò£è¾‹,
«ê£‹«ðP Ý‡ì£ù£è¾‹ Þ¼‚°‹ G¬ô

õ‰î¶.
êºî£ò
õ£ö‚¬èJ™
å¿‚è«ñ
ð‚F¬òMì Þ¡Pò¬ñò£î¶. ð‚F â¡ð¶
îQ„ªê£ˆ¶. å¿‚è‹ â¡ð¶ ªð£¶ªê£ˆ¶
â¡ð¶
«ð£¡ø
ð°ˆîP¾
C‰î¬ùè¬÷
ñ‚èœ
ñùF™
M¬îˆî£˜
ªðKò£˜.
1970
Ý‹
Ý‡´
êºî£ò„
Y˜ˆF¼ˆî„
ªêò™ð£´èÀ‚è£è, ä‚Aò ï£´èœ Ü¬õJ¡
'»ªùv«è£ M¼¶' ªðKò£¼‚° õöƒèŠð†ì¶.
1979 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ªðKò£K¡ à¼õ‹ ªð£Pˆî
Ü…ê™î¬ô ñˆFò Üóê£™ ªõOJìŠð†ì¶.
ß«ó£†®™ ªðKò£˜ õ£›‰î Þ™ô‹, îIöè Üóê£™

G¬ù¾ Þ™ôñ£‚èŠð†´œ÷¶. «èó÷ ñ£GôˆF™
Üõ˜ «ð£ó£†ì‹ ïìˆFò ¬õ‚è‹ âÂ‹ ÞìˆF™
î‰¬î ªðKò£˜ G¬ùõè‹ Ü¬ñ‚èŠð†´œ÷¶.
ªðKò£¼‚° »ªùv«è£ õöƒAò M¼F™ "¹Fò
»èˆFŸè£ù
É¶õ˜,
ªî¡Aö‚è£Cò£M¡
ê£‚ó¯v,
êºî£ò
Y˜F¼ˆîˆF¡
î‰¬î,
ÜPò£¬ñ ÍìŠðö‚èƒèœ ÝAòõŸP¡ âFK"
â¡ø õ£êè‹ ªð£P‚èŠð†®¼‰î¶. Þˆî¬èò
õ£êèƒèÀ‚°
Iè¾‹
ªð£¼ˆîñ£ùõó£è
õ£›‰¶ ñ¬ø‰îõ˜ ªðKò£˜. îù‚° êKªò¡Á
ð†ì¬îˆ îòƒè£ñ™ ªê£™½‹ Ü…ê£¬ñ»‹,
âFKò£è
Þ¼‰î£½‹
Üõ¬ó
ñF‚°‹
ð‡¹‹,
êñˆ¶õ‹
æƒè«õ‡´‹
â¡ø
àòKò C‰î¬ù»‹, ÞõŸPŸªè™ô£‹ «ñô£è
Íìðö‚èõö‚èƒè¬÷ Üø«õ ÜèŸø«õ‡´‹
â¡ðF™
Üõ˜
è£†®ò
Ü‚è¬ø»‹
â¡ªø¡Á‹ ªðKò£K¡ ªðò¬ó„ ªê£™½‹.
ß.ªõ.ó£ñê£Iò£èŠ
Hø‰¶
ªðKò£˜
âù
Ü¬ùõó£½‹ Ü¬ö‚èŠð†´, ñQî°ô õóô£ŸP™
î¡ ñ‚èO¡ M®ò½‚è£èŠ «ð£ó£®ò ñ£ªð¼‹
ió˜, Þ‰Fò M´î¬ôJ™ ðƒè£ŸP, ²òñKò£¬î
Þò‚è‹ è†ì¬ñˆ¶, î¡ îINù‹ î¬ôGI˜‰¶
õ£ö õ¬èªêŒî ð°ˆîP¾Š ðèôõ¡, Fó£Mì‹
â¡Aø
ðô
ËŸø£‡´
è£ô
õóô£ŸP¡
ªõŸP ï£òè¡, Þ¡Â‹ ªê£™L‚ªè£‡«ì
«ð£è‚Ã®ò Ü¼‹ðE¬ò ÝŸPò ñ£ªð¼‹
C‰î¬ùò£÷˜ ªðKò£˜ â¡ø£™ Ü¶ I¬èò£è£¶.

î˜ñ‹ ªõ¡ø¶!
àôA™ àœ÷ cF Ë™èO™ ñè£ð£óîº‹
å¡ø£°‹ â¡ð¬î ï£‹ ÜP«õ£‹.

M‡µôA™
Þ¼‰¶
«îõ˜èœ
ñô˜ñ£K
ªð£N‰¶ ¶K«ò£îùÂ‚° Ü…êL ªêŒî£˜èœ.

Üî¡ M™ô¡ ¶K«ò£îù¡ ñ‡í£¬êJù£™
ÜN‰î£¡ â¡ð¶î£¡ ñè£ð£óîˆF™ ï£‹
èŸè«õ‡®ò ð£ìñ£°‹.

Ýù£™ Iè¾‹ àò˜‰îõ˜èœ âùŠ «ð£ŸøŠð´‹
dwñ˜, ¶«ó£í˜ ºîL«ò£˜ «ð£˜‚è÷ˆF™
Þø‰¶ ñ‡E¡ e¶ ê£Œ‰î«ð£¶ M‡µôA™
Þ¼‰¶ «îõ˜èœ ñô˜ñ£K ªð£N‰¶ Ü…
êL ªê½ˆîM™¬ô â¡Á
õ£¡eAºQõ˜
êñvA¼î ªñ£NJ™ â¿F»œ÷ ÝFè£Mò‹
ñè£ð£óî‹ ÃÁAø¶.

ðôîóŠð†ìõ˜èÀ‹
Ü«î«ð£ô
bòõ˜èÀ‹

Ýù£™
Iè¾‹
bòõù£ù
¶K«ò£îù¡
«ð£˜‚è÷ˆF™ Þø‰¶ ñ‡E¡ e¶ ê£Œ‰î«ð£¶
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T.ã.õ®«õ½

M¬îˆîõ¡ àøƒAù£½‹ M¬îèœ àøƒ°õ¶ Þ™¬ô.
& è£ô˜ ñ£˜‚v
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ñè£ð£óîˆF™
Þø‰¶M†ì£˜èœ.
Þø‰¶M†ì£˜èœ.

CKˆ¶
ˆ õ£›«õ£‹!
F
‰
C
¶

Ü‡¬ñJ™ FùñE ï£OîN™ å¼ «ü£‚
ð®ˆ«î¡. Ü¶ â¡¬ù Iè¾‹ èõ˜‰î¶.
CK‚èñ†´ñ™ô, C‰F‚è¾‹ ¬õˆî¶.

Ü¡Á ê˜î£˜ õ™ôð£Œ ð«ì™ Üõ˜èOì‹
«ðC‚ªè£‡®¼‰îî£™ ñ£¬ô Hó£˜ˆî¬ù «ïó‹
Cô GIìƒèœ î£ñîñ£AM†ì¶.

Þóñí ñèKS Üõ˜èœ ë£ùˆ¬îˆ «î®
F¼õ‡í£ñ¬ô‚° õ‰î¬î ï£‹ ÜP«õ£‹.

Üî¬ù‚ èõQˆî «ðˆF Ýð£ Hó£˜ˆî¬ù
«ïó‹ î£ñîñ£Aø¶ â¡ð¬î Ü‡í½‚°
G¬ù¾Šð´ˆî è®è£ó‹ ªè£‡´õ‰¶ è£†®ù£œ.

ñèKSèÀ‚°
Þ÷¬ñJ™
è™M
«ð£Fˆî
ÝCKò˜ F¼õ‡í£ñ¬ô‚° õ‰î£˜. î¡ ªê¡ø
è£ô ñ£íõó£ù Þóñí ñèKSè¬÷ ê‰Fˆî£˜.
ë£ù‹ ê‹ð‰îñ£ù Mù£‚è¬÷ â¿ŠHù£˜.
Üî¬ù‚ «è†ì KSèœ ÃPù£˜: 'äò£, ï£¡
ñ£íõù£è Þ¼‰î«ð£¶ «èœMèœ «è†¯˜.
Üî¬ù‚ «è†´ ðò‰¶ î£¡ F¼õ‡í£ñ¬ô‚°
õ‰«î¡. Þƒ°‹ «èœMèœ î£ù£?
Üî¬ù‚ «è†ì ÝCKò˜ ñ†´ñ™ô, ñèKSèÀ‹
«ê˜‰¶ CKˆ¶M†ì£˜èœ!
Ü‡í™ ñè£ˆñ£ è£‰F àôè‹ «ð£ŸÁ‹
à¡ùî ñQîŠHøM â¡ð¬î ï£‹ Ü¬ùõ¼‹
ÜP‰î«î.
ï£¡ 125 Ý‡´èœ õ£›‰¶ ñQî°ôˆFŸ°
ªî£‡´ ªêŒò M¼‹¹A«ø¡, â¡Á Üõ˜
Ü®‚è® ÃÁõ£˜.
Üõ¼¬ìò
ÞÁF‚è£ôˆF™
Þ‰Fò
ï£†®™
ðòƒèóñ£ù
ñî‚èôõóƒèœ
ªõ®ˆ¶M†ìù. Üî¬ù‚ è‡ìõ˜ ¶®¶®ˆî£˜.
èôõóŠð°FèÀ‚° è£™ï¬ìò£è«õ ªê¡Á
ñ‚è¬÷ ê‰Fˆ¶ ï™ôõ˜è÷£‚A Ü¬ñFò£è
õ£ö ¬õˆî£˜.
ÜŠ«ð£¿¶ Þ‰Fò ï£†®¡ èõ˜ù˜ ªüùó™
ñ¾‡† «ð†ì¡ Hó¹ °PŠH†ì£˜, 'â¡Qì‹
ðô Þô†ê‹ ñ‚è¬÷‚ ªè£‡ì ð¬ì àœ÷¶.
Üõ˜è¬÷‚ªè£‡´
èôõóƒè¬÷
Üì‚è
ºòŸC‚A«ø¡ º®òM™¬ô. Ýù£™ å¼ îQ
ñQîù£è è£‰Fò®èœ, è£™ï¬ìò£è«õ ªê¡Á
ðô Þô†ê‹ ñ‚è¬÷ Üì‚AM†ì£˜!'
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Fò£A T.ã.õ®«õ½

Ü‡í™
è£‰FTJ¡
è¬ìCï£œ
1948
üùõK 30. Üõ˜ ï£œ, «ïó‹ ºîLòõŸ¬ø
F†ìI†«ì ªêò™ð´ˆ¶‹ õö‚è‹ ªè£‡ìõ˜.
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'Ý‹. Hó£˜ˆî¬ù «ïó‹ î£ñîñ£AM†ì¶. â¡Á
ÃPò Ü‡í™. ï£¡ îõÁ ªêŒ¶M†«ì¡ «ïó‹
îõPM†ì¶. ï£¡ îõÁ ªêŒòô£ñ-£-?' â¡Á
CKˆ¶‚ªè£‡«ì ÃPù£˜.
ÜŠ«ð£¶ «è£†«ê Üõ˜ ñ£˜¹ e¶ ¶Šð£‚A¬ò‚
ªè£‡´ ²†´ˆîœO ªè£¬ô ªêŒî£¡.
ê£‚ó†¯v Í‚° êŠ¬ðò£è Þ¼‚°‹. Üîù£™
Üõ¬óŠ ð£˜‚è õ¼ðõ˜èœ Üõ¬ó‚ «èL
ªêŒõ£˜èœ. Ýù£™ ê£‚ó†¯v, 'Þ‰î
ðó‰î
àôA™ â¡Â¬ìò Í‚¬è Mì àò˜‰î Í‚°
ò£¼‚°‹ A¬ìò£¶. Þ¶ Iè¾‹ ðòù£è
Þ¼‚Aø¶. ñŸø ò£¬ó»‹ Mì ÜFèñ£è
è£Ÿ¬ø Þ¿‚è¾‹, Mì¾‹ º®Aø¶', â¡Á
«õ®‚¬èò£è‚ ÃÁõ£˜.
ð£óFò£˜
¹¶¬õJ™
îƒAJ¼‰î
è£ô‹.
Üõ¼¬ìò ã›¬ñ G¬ô ï£‹ ÜP‰î«î. å¼ ï£œ
Üõ¼¬ìò ñ¬ùM î‹º¬ìò å«ó ¹ì¬õ¬ò
ÜM›ˆ¶ °Oòô¬ø‚èî¾ e¶ «ð£†´M†´ å¼
¶‡¬ì è†®òõ£Á °Oˆî£˜.
ªî¼M«ô ïì‰¶ ªê¡ø å¼ ã¬öŠ ªð‡ i†®¡
º¡G¡ø ð£óFò£¬óŠ ð£˜ˆ¶, 'äò£ âù‚°
ªõÁ‹ è‰îô£ù ¹ì¬õ ñ†´«ñ Þ¼‚Aø¶.
âù‚° å¼ ¹ì¬õ î£ùñ£è‚ ªè£´ƒèœ' â¡Á
«è†ì£œ. ð£óFò£˜ àœ«÷ èîM¡ eF¼‰î
ªê™ô‹ñ£M¡ ¹ì¬õ¬ò É‚A õ‰¶ ªî¼M™
G¡ø ã¬öŠ ªð‡µ‚°‚ ªè£´ˆ¶M†ì£˜.
°Oˆ¶M†´ ªõOJ™ õ‰î ªê™ô‹ñ£œ,
'âù‚A¼‰î«î£ å«ó ¹ì¬õ Üî¬ù»‹ É‚A
å¼ ã¬ö ªð‡µ‚° ªè£´ˆ¶M†¯˜. ¶‡«ì£´
GŸA«ø¡. ñ£ù‹ «ð£Aø¶' â¡Á ðîPòõ£Á
ªî¼‚èî¬õ Þ¿ˆ¶ Í®ù£˜.

àôA™ ñŸø â™ô£ ê‚Fè¬÷»‹Mì Hó£˜ˆî¬ùJ¡ ÝŸø™ Iè õL¬ñò£ù¶.
& ªì¡Qê¡
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ÜîŸ°‹ ð£óFò£˜, 'Þ¶õ¬ó à¡ ñ£ù‹
ñ†´‹î£¡ «ð£ù¶. ÞŠ«ð£¶ Þ¼õ˜ ñ£ùº‹
«ð£Œ‚ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø¶' â¡ø£˜.
å¼ êñò‹ ÞƒAô£‰¶ Hóîñ˜ ê˜„C™ Üõ˜èÀ‹
ïñ¶ º¡ù£œ °®òó²ˆ î¬ôõ˜ ì£‚ì˜
ó£î£A¼wí¡ Üõ˜èÀ‹ «ê˜‰¶ M¼‰¶
ê£ŠHì„ ªê¡ø£˜èœ.

àì«ù, ê˜„C™ Ý„êKòˆF™ ÜF˜‰î£˜ Ãì
Þ¼‰îõ˜èœ CKˆ¶M†ì£˜èœ. Ý‹. ï‹ ¬è¬ò
²ˆîñ£è‚ è¿MM†´„ ê£ŠH´õ¶ vÌ¬ùMì
²è£î£óñ£ù¶î£¡.
CKˆ¶ õ£›«õ£‹! C‰Fˆ¶ õ£›«õ£‹!!

ó£î£A¼wí¡ M¼‰¶ ê£ŠH´õîŸ° º¡
¬è¬ò ²ˆîñ£è‚ è¿M‚ªè£‡´, ê£ŠHì
à†è£˜‰î£˜. M¼‰¶ ðKñ£øŠð†ì¶.
ÞƒAô£‰¶ Hóîñ˜ ê˜„C™ vÌ¡ àð«ò£Aˆ¶
M¼‰¶ ê£ŠHì Ýó‹Hˆî£˜.
ó£î£A¼wí¡ vÌ¡ àð«ò£A‚è£ñ™ î¡
¬èJ™ ê£ŠH´õ¬î‚ èõQˆî ê˜„C™, â¡ù
Þ¶-?. vÌ¡ Îv ð‡E„ ê£ŠH´ƒè. Ü¶ î£¡
²è£î£óñ£ù¶' â¡ø£˜.
àì«ù, ó£î£A¼wí¡, 'Þ™¬ô ê£˜ vÌ¬ùMì
âŠ«ð£¶«ñ ¬èî£¡ ªó£‹ð ²è£î£óñ£ù¶.
ãªù¡ø£™ å¼õ˜ ðò¡ð´ˆFò vÌ¬ù ðô¼‹
ðò¡ð´ˆ¶Aø£˜èœ. Ýù£™ â¡ ¬è¬ò «õÁ
ò£¼‹ àð«ò£èŠð´ˆî º®ò£¶ ð£¼ƒèœ!"
â¡ø£˜.

ï£†´ ïìŠ¹
å†ì¡ êˆFó‹ Ü¼«è 1000 L†ì˜ ð£¬ô
ê£¬ôJ™ ªè£†® Mõê£Jèœ «ð£ó£†ì‹
ïìˆFù˜.

'Ý® è£˜' Ý¬êJ™ Þ¼‰î ðíˆ¬î»‹
Þö‰¶ 'Ý®' «ð£J†ì£ó£‹ ï®è˜.
•

ÜìŠð£Mè÷£!
ð£¬ô
ã¬öÀ‚°‚
ªè£´ˆ¶M†´ è£LŠ ð£ˆFóˆ¬î ê£¬ôJ™
¬õˆ¶
«ð£ó£†ì‹
ïìˆî‚
Ãì£î£?
ÜîŸªè™ô£‹ å¼ 'ð£™ ñù‹' «õ‡´‹.
•

ªê¡¬ùJ™ êeðˆF™,' Ý‡ «õìˆF™
ªè£œ¬÷ò®‚è õ‰î ê«è£îKèœ ¬è¶!!
'ÝEŸ°Š
ªð‡
Þ¬÷ŠH™¬ô'
âù
Ü¬ùˆ¶
¶¬øèO½‹
è£Ö¡PM†ì
cƒèœ ªï…¬ê GI˜ˆF «ïó£Œ «ð£Œ F¼ì
«õ‡®ò¶ î£«ù! ã¡ Ý‡ «õìI†´
Ý‡è¬÷ Üõñ£ùŠð´ˆ¶lƒè? Ý‡ð£õ‹
ªð£™ô£î¶.

•

HK†ìQ™ àœ÷ 'Ý® «ñ£†ì˜v' GÁõùŠ
ªðòK™ 4 «è£® ¼ð£Œ ðK² M¿‰¶œ÷î£è
õ‰î âv.â‹.âv. ªêŒF¬ò ï‹H ð£L¾†
ï®è˜ èó‡Cƒ ¼. 8 ô†ê‹ ãñ£‰î£˜.

ªð£¡ªñ£N
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'å¼ ã¬ö‚°, Þì¶ ¬è‚°ˆ ªîKò£ñ™
õô¶¬èò£™ ªè£´ˆ¶ àî¾ðõ«ù õL¬ñ
ð¬ìˆîõ¡. Ü«îŠ«ð£™ å¼ ã¬ö‚°
«ïó®ò£è àîM ªêŒò ¬èªò¿ˆF´‹, Aó£ñ
G˜õ£è Ü½õôK¡ ðE ð£ó£†´‚°Kò¶'.
ðE æŒ¾ ªðŸø Aó£ñ G˜õ£è Ü½õôK¡
ð£ó£†´ Mö£M™ ñ£õ†ì Ý†Cò˜.
Ü¶ êK!
õô¶ ¬è ¬èª¿ˆF´‹«ð£¶
Þì¶ ¬è âƒ«è Þ¼‰î¶ âù ñ£õ†ì
Ý†Cò˜ èõQˆF¼Šð£ó£?

•

àì¬ô CL‹ñ£è Üö°ð´ˆî àì™ ÜÁ¬õ
CA„¬ê ªêŒ¶ ªè£‡ì ªð‡ ñóí‹.
ÜŠð£ì£! ÞQ Fù‹ Fù‹ ñŸø Üöè£ù
ªð‡è¬÷Š ð£˜ˆ¶ ªð£ø£¬ñŠðì «õ‡®ò
«õ¬ô«ò Þ™¬ô.

«ò£CŠðî£ù£™ Gî£ùñ£Œ «ò£C»ƒèœ. ªêò™ð´õî£ù£™ àÁF«ò£´
ªêò™ð´ƒèœ.
& è«î
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•

Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ «ðó¬õJ¡ ê£˜H™
"«ñ Fù Mö£"
Ü¡¬ù

ªîóê£ «ðó¬õJ¡ ê£˜H™ "«ñ Fù
Mö£" èì‰î 17.05.2015 Ü¡Á «õÖ˜ ñ£õ†ì
Ü½õôè‹ Ý‹ÌK™ Iè CøŠð£è ï¬ìªðŸø¶.
ÞF™ ñ£õ†ì ªð£ÁŠð£÷˜èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹
èô‰¶ªè£‡´ CøŠHˆîù˜.

î¬ôõ˜ V. «ñ£èù£, ñèO˜ ÜE î¬ôM R.
«è£M‰î‹ñ£œ, Ü¬ñŠ¹ ªêòô£÷˜ R.ó£î£,
R.C¡ùî‹H ñŸÁ‹ ðô˜ èô‰¶ªè£‡ìù˜.
ÞÁFJ™ ñ£õ†ì ªêòô£÷˜ B.àˆFó°ñ£˜
ï¡P ÃPù£˜.

«ð˜ù£‹ð†´ å¡Pò î¬ôõ˜ T.C¡ùê£I
î¬ô¬ñ î£ƒAù£˜. Ý‹Ì˜ ïèó î¬ôõ˜
S.ê‡ºè‹
º¡Q¬ô õAˆî£˜. ñ£õ†ì
ªð£¼÷£÷˜ V.º¼è¡ Ü¬ùõ¬ó»‹ õó«õŸø£˜.
ñ£õ†ì
î¬ôõ˜
A.A¼wí¡
Mö£M™
èô‰¶ªè£‡´ Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£M¡ ¹è¬ö
M÷‚A «ðCù£˜. ñ£ŸÁˆ Føù£Oèœ Ý‡,
ªð‡ ªñ£ˆî‹ 50 ïð˜èÀ‚° Þôõê Ý¬ìèœ
õöƒèŠð†ì¶. Gè›„CJ™ ñ£õ†ì è¾óõ î¬ôõ˜
ªð£Pò£÷˜ S.Ü¡ðóê¡ Üõ˜èÀ‹, ¶¬íˆ
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èìÖ˜ ñ£õ†ì Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£
«ðó¬õ Gè›„C
èìÖ˜ ñ£õ†ì Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ «ðó¬õ
ê£˜H™ ñ£õ†ìˆF™ ºî™ ñFŠªð‡ ªðŸø
ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° CøŠ¹Š ðK² õöƒèŠð†ì¶.
Þ¬ê Gè›„C»‹ ï¬ìªðŸø¶. Mö£MŸ°
ñ£õ†ì î¬ôõ˜ Dr. S. «ê£ð¡ð£¹ î¬ô¬ñ
î£ƒAù£˜. ñ£õ†ì îèõ™¶¬ø ¶¬í
è‡è£EŠð£÷˜
F¼.M.
Þó£ñÍ˜ˆF
Üõ˜èœ
CøŠ¹
M¼‰Fùó£è
èô‰¶
ªè£‡ì£˜. ñ£õ†ì G˜õ£Aèœ ñŸÁ‹
ãó£÷ñ£ù
ªð£¶ñ‚èœ
ÞšMö£M™
èô‰¶ªè£‡ìù˜.

ªð£¡ªñ£N

ªõŸPè¬÷ ê‰Fˆîõ¡ Þîò‹ Ì¬õŠ«ð£™ ªñ¡¬ñò£ù¶. «î£™M ñ†´«ñ ê‰Fˆîõ¡
Üîò‹ Þ¼‹¬ð Mì õL¬ñò£ù¶.
& M«õè£ù‰î˜
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œ¬÷èœ ï™ôõ˜è÷£è õ÷ó «õ‡´‹ â¡Á
ªðŸ«ø£¼‚°‚ èõ¬ô. ªðŸ«ø£˜ ï‹¬ñŠ
¹K‰¶ ªè£œ÷ñ£†«ì¡ â¡Aø£˜è«÷ â¡Á
Hœ¬÷èÀ‚°‚ èõ¬ô. ñ¬ùM õ£ò£®ò£è
Þ¼‚Aø£«÷ â¡Á èíõÂ‚°‚ èõ¬ô.

H

ñ¬ùM‚«è£
èíõ¡
ªêôõ£Oò£è
Þ¼‚Aø£«ó
â¡Á
èõ¬ô.
ñ£íõ˜èO¡
ð®Š¬ð ðŸPò èõ¬ô ÝCKò¼‚°. ÝCKòK¡
è‡®Š¹ ðŸP ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° èõ¬ô. âŠ«ð£¶‹
àì™
ïô‚
°¬øõ£è
Þ¼‚Aø«î
â¡Á

Cô¼‚°‚ èõ¬ô. ï‹Iì‹ G¬øò «ï£ò£Oèœ
õ¼õF™¬ô«ò â¡Á ñ¼ˆ¶õ¼‚°‚ èõ¬ô.
G¬øòŠ ðí‹ Þ¼‰¶‹ G‹ñFò£ù õ£›‚¬è
Þ™¬ô«ò â¡Á Cô¼‚° èõ¬ô. õ£ƒ°Aø
ê‹ð÷‹ õJŸÁ‚°‹ õ£Œ‚°‹ «ð£¶ñ£ù£î£è
Þ™¬ô«ò â¡Á ðô¼‚° èõ¬ô.
èõ¬ôèO™ î£¡ âˆî¬ù Mî‹-! åšªõ£¼
ñQîÂ‚°‹ åšªõ£¼ Mîñ£ù èõ¬ô. «õÁ
áKL¼‰¶ ñ£Ÿøô£A õ‰î Üó² ÜFè£K
å¼õ˜, ¹Fò áK™ å¼ i†¬ì õ£ì¬è‚°
Üñ˜ˆF º¡ðíº‹ ªè£´ˆ¶M†´„ ªê¡ø£˜.
«ð£ùõ˜ i†´Š ªð£¼œèÀì¡ ô£KJ™ õ‰î£˜.
Üõ¼¬ìò °´‹ð‹ ÞóJL™ õ‰¶ «ê˜õî£è
ãŸð£´ ªêŒF¼‰î£˜.
¹Fò i†®™ îù¶ ªð£¼†è¬÷ â™ô£‹
Þø‚A
å¿ƒ°
ð´ˆF‚ªè£‡®¼‰î£˜.
àŸê£èñ£èŠ ð£†´Š ð£®‚ªè£‡«ì îù¶
«õ¬ôJ™ ß´ð†®¼‰î£˜. Ü‰î i†®¡ ð‚èˆ¶
i†´‚è£ó˜ âŠ«ð£¶‹ èõ¬ôŠð†´‚ªè£‡«ì
Þ¼‚°‹ Ýê£I. Üõ˜ õ‰¶ â†®Š ð£˜ˆî£˜. Þ‰î
ñQîQ¡ àŸê£èˆ¬î ð£˜ˆî¶‹ Üõ¼¬ìò
èõ¬ô «ñ½‹ ÜFèKˆ¶ M†ì¶. àôA™ ÞŠð®

Cõ£Tï£î¡

èõ¬ôJ™ô£î ñQîÂ‹ Þ¼‚Aø£ù£?
èõ¬ô Üõ¬ó‚ ªî£ŸP‚è£‡ì¶.

ð£†´ð£® «õ¬ôªêŒ¶ ªè£‡®¼‰î ñQî¬óŠ
ð£˜ˆ¶ ÞŠð® îQ Ý÷£èŠ èwìŠð†´ «õ¬ô
ªêŒ¶ ªè£‡®¼‚Al«ó! àñ‚° èõ¬ô«ò
Þ™¬ôò£?
â¡Á
èõ¬ô«ò£´
«è†ì£˜.
ÜîŸ° Ü‰î ñQî˜,
'ï£Â‹
ªð£¼†èÀ‹
º¡ù£®«ò
õ‰¶M†«ì£‹. âù¶ èõ¬ô
â™ô£‹ ÞóJL™ õ‰¶ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø¶' â¡Á
ÃPù£˜.
ÞŠð®ˆî£¡
èõ¬ôŠð´ðõ˜èO¡
ð†®ò™ c‡´ ªè£‡«ì «ð£Aø¶. ïì‰î¬õèœ
ÞQ õóŠ«ð£õF™¬ô. ï£¬÷ò Fù‹ Þ¡Â‹
õóM™¬ô. Ýè«õ Þø‰î è£ôˆ¬î G¬ùˆ¶‹
âF˜è£ôˆ¬î G¬ùˆ¶‹ èõ¬ôŠð´ðõ˜èÀ‚°
Gè›è£ô‹ Þ™ô£ñ™ «ð£ŒM´Aø¶. Ü¶î£¡
õ£›M¡ «ðKöŠð£°‹. Gè›è£ôˆF™ èõ¬ô
ñø‰¶ õ£ö£î ñQî¡ õ£›‰¶ ðòQ™¬ô.
âF˜è£ôˆ¬îŠ ðŸP èõ¬ôŠðì«õ‡ì£‹
â¡Á Þ¬øõ¡ ÃÁAø£¡. àJ˜õ£ö â¬î
à‡ð¶. â¬î °®Šð¶ â¡«ø£, àì½‚° â¡ù
à´ˆ¶õªî¡«ø£ cƒèœ èõ¬ô ªè£œ÷£b˜èœ.
àí¬õMì àJ¼‹, à¬ì¬òMì àì½‹
àò˜‰î¬õ Ü™ôõ£? Ýè«õ Ü¬ùˆFŸ°‹
«ñô£è Þ¬øõù¶ ñ£†C¬ñ¬ò»‹ Üõ¼‚°
ãŸ¹¬ìò¬î»‹ ï£´ƒèœ. ÜŠ«ð£¶ cƒèœ
«è†ð¶
Ü¬ùˆ¶‹
àƒèÀ‚°„
«ê˜ˆ¶
ªè£´‚èŠð´‹. Ýè«õ ï£¬÷ò Fùˆ¬îŠ
ðŸP èõ¬ôŠðì£F¼ƒèœ. èõ¬ô¬òŠ «ð£‚è
ï£¬÷ õN Hø‚°‹. Þ¬øõ¡ Þ¼‚Aø£˜
â¡ø â‡í‹ ñ†´‹ «ð£î£¶. Þ¬øõ¡
ï‹¬ñ‚
è£Šð£ŸÁõ£˜
â¡ø
ï‹H‚¬è»‹
Þ¼‚è «õ‡´‹. ÜŠð®ªò¡ø£™ ï£‹ ºòŸC
â¶¾‹ ªêŒò «õ‡ì£‹ â¡Á Ü˜ˆî‹ Ü™ô.
â‰î ºòŸC¬ò»‹ Þ¬øõ¡ ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡
ªêŒ»ƒèœ. Þ¬øõ¡ àƒè¬÷ è£Šð£ŸÁõ£˜.
Ý‹ ï‡ð˜è«÷! i†´‚°œ ¸¬öõîŸ° º¡ù˜
è£ôEè¬÷
èöŸP
õ£êL™
M†´M´õ¶
«ð£ô, Þó¾ ð´‚èŠ «ð£°‹ º¡¹ àƒèœ
èõ¬ôè¬÷ªò™ô£‹
É‚AªòP‰¶M†´
G‹ñFò£è
àøƒ°ƒèœ.
è£¬ôJ™
¹ˆ¶í˜„C»ì¡ â¿‰¶ ªè£œÀƒèœ. ÞQ
õ¼‹ ï£†èª÷™ô£‹ èõ¬ôJ™ô£ ï£†è÷£è
Þ¼‚è†´‹.
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